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CITY

DEATH ONLY WILL

La Follette is Determined
Chicago, Jan. 3. Without referring
to Governor Chase s. Osborne's suggestion, in a speech at Lansing, Mich-

BLIZZARD IN SOUTHWEST
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 3. A light
snow fell today in Iowa, the eastern
hall of Kansas, the western half of
Missouri and in the Texas Panhandle.
Temperatures were higher than yes- terdya morning in Nebftska, Iowa
Missouri and the southwest bu tshowed
a drop In South Dakota and Colorado
In Huron, S. D., the mercury regis
tered 34 degrees below zero. At Des
THE BIG POOL WAS NOT FOR THE Moines it was 4
at North FORMER MAYOR OF INDIANAPObelow,
PURPOSE OF FIXING MEAT
Platte, Nebraska, 14 below, at Omaha
LIS INFORMED HIM OF DYNAzero, at Dodge City, Kan., and Amarl
PRICES
MITING EPISODS.
lo, Tex., 2 above, at Wichita 24 and

EDITION.

formed more than two years ago that
J. J. McNamara was engaged in dy
namiting outrages, Samuel Gompers,
president of the American Federaigan, that Senator Robert La Follette
tion of Labor, today said:
with draw from the presidential race,
"No person, living or dead, ever
the La Follette national headquarters
made such a statement to me, or
here today issued a statement declareven gave a hint that J. J. McNamara
ing that Mr. La Follette had no in- or any one else was engaged In a dytent'on of withdrawing. The state
namite exploit or dynamite cam
ment follows:
paign."
PRESIDENT ANNOUNCES HE WILL
"The campaign for Senator La FoAs to the remark of Oscar Lawler
late's nomination will continue until
NOT WITHDRAW
FROM F CE
that he thought the labor leaders had CHINA'S REGULAR ARMY IS JOIN
the
gavel falls, declaring who is the
FOR RENOM NATION
ING THE REVOLUTION AY
condemned the McNamaras specificnominee of the republican convention
not
ally,
one of them had renyet
MOVEMENT.
for president.
There need be no
Oklahoma City 24.
dered any assistance to the govern
ADHERES TO FIRST POLICY speculat'on indulged in regarding this WITNESS
SO
BREEDERS OF ANGORA GOATS.
ment for the purpose of un cover! np:
TESTIFIES
WERE DESTROYERS
IN 1909
fact."
or disclosing the dynamiting crimes TO MARCH ON PEKING SOON
Dallas, Ore., Jan. 3. The large and
Senator La Follette was heralded
representative attendance here today
committed, Mr. Gompers said that he
WILL RUN IF PARTY DEMANDS IT as
anything but a "theorist" by Louis ATTORNEY VEEDER SAYS OBJECT at the opening of the second annual CHARLES
BOOKWALTER
bad no knowledge of any one
SAYS
BUT WILL NOT QUIT BEFORE
engaged FOREIGN LEGATIONS ARE NOTI.
WAS TO REGULATE SUPPLIES
D. Rrandeis of Uoston, who
convention and exhibition of the
in dynamiting, hence he was unable
THEY BLEV UP BUILDINGS OF
spoke at
FIED ANCIENT CAPITAL WILL
a noonday "progressive" republican
CONVENTION DECIDES
AT DIFFERENT MARKETS
to render any assistance in the disNorthwest Angora Breeders' associaVON SPRECKELEN.
BE ATTACKED.
luncheon.
tion afforded evidence of the growing
closure of any one engaged In dyna"Trusts don't pay," he declared
importance of the goat breeding in
miting or any other crime.
A BREAK
WITH ROOSEVELT "Senator La Follette
"I have enough other work to do." THE
drafted his bill OCCASIONAL OVERSHIPMENTS dustry in this section of the country, TWENTY OTHER MEN WE RE TOLD
THRONE
IS
ANXIOUS
on facts taken from 21 years of exThe gathering will last three lays
said Mr. GomperB, "without botherand will conclude with an Angora
t
ing with dynamiting. I know nothing
IS ADVISED BY FRIENDS TO AT perience with the Sherman
MEMBERS
OF THE
venison banquet, said to bo the first MANY LABOR LEADERS LEARNED of dynamiting or anything connected SENDS LARGE FORCES TO CHIN
law.
IN
TACK THE
TRUST TRIED TO ALLAY PUBTHE RECORD OF THE IRON
affair of its kind ever given in
with such work. I am kept very busv
"He has shown his constructive
WONG TAO TO ENGAGE IN
THE OPEN
LIC SUSPICION
America.
mind in this work and the bill points
WORKERS' SECRETARY.
attending to the administrative work
BATTLE WITH REBELS.
of the American Federation of Labor.
out the things that are in restraint
JOHNSON TO FIGHT ABROAD.
There
seems no need of my
Washington, Jan. 3. "Nothing but of trade."
TL-Chicago, Jan. 3. Flat denial of the
9
At
Ppkintr"' Tan
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 3 National ronlirino.really
mousanaa
,
.
Sydney,
Jan. 3. The labor
me
can
Australia,
of
death
out
.
mr. nuuKwauer
,
the fight
nas
wuai
keep
government's contention that the old
Msmh,,
r.j
officials affiliated with Saniue;
..ui
.,,
iiuuoi uuupu nave .Deen or-now."
Senator Continues Campaign
iacKeis' pool between isas and lKUi; fight between Jack Johnson and Sam Gompers and the American Federaio
ucicu
unin wang Tao to attack
President Taft is reported to have
Kalamazoo, Mich., Jan. .". MIchlaan attempted to fix the price of fresli McVey, the two heavyweights, is to tion of Labor were informed itwo
tnc Chinese mutineers there and at
take
in
place
Paris on the night of
made this statement to White House railways in general were most scath meats or the price to be paid for live
National Organizer Arrested.
Lanchow if they do not submit.
years ago by Charles A. Bcokwalter,
callers today and to have added that ingly attacked by Senator Robert M. stock was made by Henry Veeder on the Grand Prix instead of in Sydney who as mayor at that time conducted
Tne imperial government troops
3.
Muscatine,
Jan.
la.,
T.
Emmet
on
Easter
Monday.
he had no objection to the statement La Follette in his address before a cross examination near the close oi
a secret investigation, that John J. Flood of Chicago, national organizer "tatloned at Chin Wank Tao, th
the morning session today in the trifll
It undoubtedly large crowd here today.
McNamara had directed a series of of the American Federation of La- - traty Port on the Gulf of Ldao Tang,
being made public.
LEAGUE MEETING.
"You are getting the worst service of the ten Chicago
was intended to set at rest all re
bor, was arrested here this afternoon- - who nmber about 4,000. have notified
dynamite
explosions.
packers.
Detroit, Mich., Jan. 3. The
He declared that the onlv nhwt
This
was
made
ports that Mr. Taft might withdraw In Michigan of any place I know," he
known
Bookwal-te- r as he arrived
at the depot accom-- 1 tfce foreisn legations in Peking that
by
committee and directors of tho
lot the combination was to regulate South
from the race for the republican nom said.
when he was Informed that panied by his lawyer, Daniel Cruse, tnev desire the formation of a ro
today
Michigan league began a two
the government's investigation here of Chicago.
ination for president in favor of Col
Discussing trusts and corporations the amount of fresh meat to be ship days'
rney are acting in
here today to draft a
meeting
The nature of the charge against tion witn tDe imperial government
onel Roosevelt The president is said he said the control of practically all ped into the different markets. The schedule and transact other business embraced ari inquiry into the circum
stances of the four explosions direct Flood has not been made public. The troops stationed at Lanchow, who
to be thoroughly aroused to the grav- things industrial in the United States witness said that each of the agree- preliminary to the
opening of the ed against Albert Von
were yesterday reported to have de- had
been
a
ments
handful
of
of
in
made
the
situation
the
usurped by
by the packers in the 1912 season.
republican
Spreckelen, a arrest is the result of the Muscatine
ity
general contractor, on account of la grand jury's investigation of the clared in favor of a republic and toparty and determined to let his atti- capitalists that had become a formid period described contained a proviso
bor troubles. Bookwalter declared he troubles growing out of the strike of naTe eleted Wang Wie Tze cheir
tude be generally understood. He has awe adversary for the masses. He that no effort should be made to fix
FAVORS PEACE TREATY
leader, at the same time declaring
expected to be subpoenaed by the fed button workers.
declared that under no circumstances spoke of the "unscientific" manner in prices.
Washington, Jan. 3. Senator Ray eral grand
Two
arrests
were
tn,r Intention of marching on Pe-nrewhich
the
made
which
resumed its
Jury
today
McKinley tariff bill was
will he withdraw his name from con
The contention of the government ner of Maryland has
prepared an in sessions today.
vioub to mat of Flood. Henrv Htrk
drafted
and
continued
with
a
stateconvention
the
sideration by
is that the uniform test cost method dividual minority report from the for
Chicago
He said he would bare ail the de ana Gus Lessman were arrested on
next June and has asserted that his ment that the Dingley tariff bill lid of estimating the value of the
slaugh eign relations committee favoring rat- tails of the municipal investigation Indictments charging malicious injury
to
much
Recognize Chinese Republic
deteriorate
the
condition
o'
to
the nominatered animals was the means used ification of the peace treaties as
position with respect
they which satisfied him that John J. Mc to buildings. They are said to have
Washington, Jan. 3. Recognition
tion has not changed in any particular the masses, oppos'ng importations by the packers to fix
prices. The ue- - stand. Senator Williams of Missis- Namara, as secretary-treasute- r
of the been active in the recent button mak by the United States "of the rep'.bllr
since he first entered the White and aiding In the establishment ; f lense also WH0g? out wt
on.
.i...
international
of China as a member of the family
Association
of
srrr.nsi- monopolies.
Bridge ers strike.
HOrVt3T
'
agreements each member of the com- unamended.
and Structural Iron Workers, was the
of
nations" was called for by a reso
Mr. Taft has told friends and party
bination frequently overshipped the
lution Introduced today by Represen
conspiring executive who caused the
Burns Asked to Divide.
leaders from the first that if he should
maximum percentage allowed.
The
explosions in this vicinity. Bookwal
Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 3. Samuel tative Sulzer of New York and re
BRESNAHAN STILL
be called upon to stand for
object of this was to refute the charge
ter even said that he, himself, bad L.
to the committee on foreiga
Browne, chief of the detectives at- ferred
he
do
to
be
that
would
he
so;
that the operation of the combinaglad
told John J. McNamara of the strong
re.'ations.
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
tached
to
the
office
of county district
felt under obligations to the party for
tion had the effect
suspicion against him and that In his attorney,
AFTER MR. MURPHY trade in fresh meats.of restraining the
announced that a le
having made him president, and was
conversations with a score of labor gal battle today
was imminent between him
leaders he had placed the responsi sen
willing to abide its decision in the
The witness said the meetings of
WRECKS A
and
Detective
William J. Burns FORGER
convention. He adheres to this posiWashington, Jan. 3. Senate:
Met bility on the iron workers' union.
the packers, held on the sixteenth
for
the
rewards
offered for the arrest
ST.
LOUIS
toMANAGER
noon.
at
announcements
to
ASKS
FOR
"We were on a street car together of the
tion, according
floor of the Counselman
building sud
persons responsible for the
HEARING BEFORE NATIONAL
Senator Brlstow of Kansas, Intro one day shortly after the Von
day, and will not quit the race until
to isuz, had nothing to do
sequent
of the Times building. He
MICHIGAN BANK
dynamiting
BASEBALL
Chiduced
bill
in
COMMISSION
are
cast
for a government Panama Spreckelen
the nominating ballots
with the shipment of fresh meat to
explosions in October, said the offers of rewards still in ef
a
was
canal
The
line.
by
1909,"
said
urged
Bookwalter
steamship
cago.
president
today, when fect approximated $80,000.
any part of the United States. He
Cincinnati, O., Jan. 3. Baseball did not
Postofflce committee heard testi John J., whom I knew very well.
number of his closest friends to make
remember any provisions In
"I telegraphed to District Attornev IIn a n mnro
......
IN VAULIS
rrrs.n rUUIMU ...
mony from mail order houses favor asked me in a taunting way if I had Fredericks of
a definite statement as to his position magnates from all over the country the agreements
those
Los
who
in
is
except
Angeles
prohibit
AMOUNTS
TO
ABOUT
learned who blew up the buildings.
and agreed to do so in the language arrived here today to attend the meet- ing the fixing of
ing parcels post project
now," said Browne. "As
prices for the sale
$144,098.
Numerous petitions were presented I was irritated those days because I Indianapolis
quoted above. With this statement as ing of the National Baseball commis of fresh meat and the
soon
I
as
receive an answer from
of for
ratification of the general arbi myself had received threatening let- Fredericks I shall start
their inspiration, it is stated, Taft sion. There are several important livestock. The witness purchase
suit in every
said
all
tuei
cases
Washington, Jan. Z. Comptroller or
to
ters
to
be
tration
and
decided and it is probable the
had
have a guard at my place in the
treaties.
supporters will at once begin an acwhere rewards the Currency
packers'
country
were
deagreements
for
house
60
the commission will be unable to finite terms
for
Murray announced to
so
Senator Rayner of Maryland
I
answered
days,
tive campaign in his behalf.
an
were offered. I shall sue for half in
with a provision for canday that the forged notes which
I could put my
rather
and
nounced
that
hotly,
he
'yes,
would
It was said that some of Mr. Taft's clear them all up in one session.
a
min
make
case.
each
cellation on 30 days' notice.
caused the failure of tho Albion Na-The playing schedules of the two
ority report favoring ratification of hand on one of them without leaving
friends have gone so far lately as to
would
me
more
'Nothing
tlonal
please
bank of Albion, Mich., amount- "
this
car.'
the arbitration treaties until
advise him openly to break with Col- major leagues for 1912 was the first
than to tell in court what I know ea to si44,U98, and were
Asked
placed in
whether
he
business
told
else
considered
anyone
by the commis
onel Roosevelt and to challenge the
about the arrest of the McNamaras
the bank by its cashier.
besides
McNamara
of
invession.
what
his
More
minor
12:33
Adjourned
at
to
make
his
2
intentions.
A
latter
league magnate
until
plain
at least the west end of It and to
p. m.
GIRL'S VALUE FIXED
tigation had disclosed, he said: "Yes, tell how it
Thursday.
The president has declined to do this. and representatives were present at
was an accident on the
Cashier Is Near Death.
told a score of labor leaders what
House: Met at noon.
The White House has been
of Burns."
fairly tne meeting than ever before. Roger
part
Mich., Jan. 3. A Detroit
Detroit,
knew
BY
and
HER
that
iron
the
workers
GOOD
LOOKS
Foreign affairs committee
flooded with callers lately who have Bresnahan, manager of the St. Lou
heard were to
Journal dispatch from Albion, Mich.,
blame."
one
was
Professor
of
Nationals,
the first arrival
Henry Elliott urging interbrought word to President Taft that
Frankling to Be Arraigned.
says :
Did any of these men tell Mr.
national protection of seal.
The arraignment of Bert H. FrankColonel Roosevelt so far has declined and said he intended to ask the con:
"Lying prostrated in his home, H.
RUSSIAN PARENTS IN CALIFORthat
suspicion
pointed lin, the detective
"Sugar trust" investigation commit- Gompers
to say that he would not accept the mission to give him a personal hear
the Mc- M. Dearlng, the elderly cashier of
employer
by
to
workNIA
the
of
iron
the
COLONY
guilt
strongly
SELL THEIR
tee decided to resume hearings
Namara defense, on two charges of the closed Albion National
nomination if it were tendered to ing on his charges against Presirien
ers?"
bank, is
DAUGHTERS TO MEN
Murphy.
him.
bribery
today was set for January 5. in so serious a condition that he can"I don't know, but Sam Gompers is Two
informations were filed against not speak even to his wife and it is
nepresentatlve Olmstead of Penn one of the
It also has been reported to the
best informed men in this Franklin. One
Los Angeles, Calif.,
Jan, 3.
sylvania denied that relief funds for
White House that Colonel Roosevelt,
charged that he had possible that he may die at a result
charges shall be laid against mem the Austin dam sufferers had been country."
attempted to bribe George N. Lockr of the trouble in the bank."
believes an organized effort is being MRS.SNEAD WAS A
Bookwalter said that Gompers visbers of the large Molokane colony of used
wood, a
by the state.
"If he does die without making a
made to "smoke him out" and that he
juror in the trial
ited Indianapolis several times sub- - Of .Tfl TT1PB prospective
Russian religious refugees here was
T?
U Whs.
MoWomoM
Adjourned at 12:15 p. m. until noon
full explanation for the bank many
declines io be "smoked" either by
uuici
i
vi.
the
problem presented to Juvenile Thursday.
NEW MEXICO GIRL
UIIUC" of the matters may remain unsolved,
the Taft or La Follette forces.
"
with the labor leaders, both before KObert
Judge Wilbur in the trial of Elsie
F. Bain, the first juror accept- including those
xt
.u
The president has listened to all ol
affecting forged and
j
Navikoff, a pretty young Molokane
ed in the case
other questionable paper to
t
these reports with an indulgent smile
rested
and
met
that
he,
Bookwalter,
ALFRED
Mrs.
John E. Munsey of Salt Lake
DICKENS TO DE
of 9O,0O0, which was found
but has refused to indicate whether WOMAN WHO ELOPED WITH CAT girl, charged with delinquency, who
himself
twice
while
with
Gompers
was summoned today to appear again
asserted that she ran away from home
TLE KING DAUGHTER OF T.
by Examiner Johnson."
he believed them. It is vehemently
the labor union men, but that no ref before
when her father and mother tried to
the federal grand jury which
S.
BURIED
SNYDER
IN
OF
CLAYTON
NEW
YORK
denied at the White House, however,
erence
was
in
made
his
presence'to indicted her husband on a charge of
force her into marriage with a man
the explosions.
that Mr. Taft has sent any "messen
who had paid her parents $500 for
to transport explosives in BLAZE DESTROYS
3.
Minneapolis, Minn,, Jan.
Mrs. J
Mr. Bookwalter, shortly after his "conspiracy
gers" to Mr. Roosevelt "on any sub
SON OF FAMOUS ENGLISH WRITviolation of federal statutes."
her.
B. Snead of Fort
Worth, Texas, who
investigation, became identified with
ER DIED SUDDENLY
ject whatever."
Another witness expected to be reLAST
Philip Shubin, elder of the colony- a large printing house, patronized called was A.
The president has been urged for it is alleged, eloped to Winnipeg with
NIGHT IN METROPOLIS
D. Gilson of San Fran
PACKING HOUSE
chiefly by big labor unions. He de cisco,
weeks to make a more aggressive A.bert G. Boyce, son of a prominent admitted that marriages were per
to Olaf A. Tveitmoe
secretary
formed
cattleman
without
of Texas, tonight will leave
licenses
or
nied
other
Mr.
In
re
own
that
his
interhad
behalf.
He
Gompers
any
has
campaign
New York, Jan. 3. Alfred
in the office of Asiatic exclusion
Tennywith her husband and her father cognition of American marriage laws
replied that he did not think political
son Dickens, son of England's great est in the concern and said the sole league of which Tveitmoe is presi
Thomas S. Snyder of Clayton, N. M.,
We follow the customs of the old
owners, beside himself, were Hugh dent
BIG
FIRE IN CHICAGO
STOCK.
activity comported with presidential
for home. According to a private de- country," said Shubin. Emil Shuben novelist, probably will be buried in Thorsch, Frank W. Ball and Leo. M.
YARDS
DOES DAMAGE TO THE
dignity. He now has consented that
New York.
Before
Tveitmoe
and
Anton
JohannHe
died
last
suddenly
Rappaport, counsel 'for the InternaAMOUNT OF $55,000
his friends carry forward the fight as tective a reconcilatlon was effected in er, another member of the colony night from
gastritis. Today this tional Association of Bridge and sen, who were indicted with Munsey,
Canada.
said
that
as
desire
and
pretty
he
will
from
they
girls
left last night for San Francisco, ar
brought
vigorously
cable message was received from his
Structural Iron Workers here.
Boyce, according to dispatches, still 1100 to $300.
lend what assistance he properly can.
Chicago, Jan.
Fire which brok
were being made for the
sister, Mrs. Kate Perugini, at Lon
is in prison at Winnipeg, but a sheriff
William J. Burns, who is here in rangements
substitution of another bondsman in out at 10 o'clocit lust night and dedon:
nm
from Texas is expected here within
response to a subpoena to testify be- the
place of Lecompte Davis, who stroyed Swift and company's smoke
"Make necessary arrangements
Pinchot Denies Knowledge
if fore the federal grand jury admitted
a few days to meet him' at the United
NAVY YARD MEN QUIT
will act as an attorney for the in- house, a five story building almost a
Alfred
no
left
instructions.
He would his detectives were working on the
Battle Creek, Mich., Jan. 3. Gifford States boundary-linblock long and 200 feet deep, was
dicted men.
Norfolk, Va., Jan. 3. There was a have desired a
simple funeral subject details revealed in the investigation
Pinhcot today denied he had stated
250
strike of
under control today after havmechanics
brought
at
the
Norfolk
to
the
approval of his daughters."
by Bookwalter and the circumstances
that Theodore Roosevelt had, told him
WRECK IN OKLAHOMA
LAWMAKERS IN SESSION.
navy yard today as protest against
ing wrought damage estimated at
this
came
a
cable
not
the
that
supplementing
attended the dropping of the in
accept
El Reno, Okla., Jan. 3 In a head what
presidential
he would
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 3. The legisla- $55,000.
they assert as an effort to in message from J. and N. Tait, Austranomination If it were tendered.
quiry by city authorities.
end collision on the Rock Island
ture of New York constituting the one
troduce to scientific time system. The lian managers of Mr.
Three firemen were Injured. A genDickens'
lecture
"I know nothing of Mr. Roosevelt's
near here between the "Fire- men refused to
hundred and thirty-fift- h
eral
alarm brought more) than 40 enof
session
A tour.
time
cards.
sign
They had been cabled in the
affairs," said Mr. Pinchot, "either as fly" southbound, and a passenger meeting of the mechanics was
Gompers Says It's Untrue.
that body, convened at noon today. gine and truck companies Into the
called
of
Mr.
hope
Dickens' two
reaching
to whether he would accept the nomi- tra'n .the engineer on the "Firefly" for this
Jan. 3. Commenting The annual message of Governor Dix, heart of the
afternoon, when a final deci- daughters, who live near Melbourne. on Washington,
stod; ; ; da In almost the
a statement of former Mayor
nation or whether he believes he was killed and 20 passenger and mem- sion as to their future
dealing with a long list of subjects same locality where a year ago Chief
course
will
be
"Advise
following instructions from bookwalter of Indiarfapolls,
could be elected."
that of live interest, was the feature of the Horan and more than a score
bers of the train crew were Injured. announced.
Mrs. Perugini," said this message.
of his
piumiuent labor officials were in- - initial session.
men lost their lives.
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LAS VE0A8 DAILY

ECONOMICAL FEED

FORM
HORSES
GOVERNMENT
RICULTURAL
INTERE

AND

KANSAS AO-MAKE

LLEGE

stIn G

TESTS.

be aubsUtuted entirely for oaU In a
ration for work horses with a good
results and much cheaper. OaU, once
and for all, wu proved a better feed
for work horses than corn, though
more expensive. Seventy-si- x
horsea
fed oats gained sixteen pounds an
average gain while Use same num
ber of borsea eating corn lost 29
pounds apiece in the same time. But
corn, when fed with the proper
amoul11 of alfalfa wlin ta. right qual
ity, gave as good results as oats ana
wu GO per cent cheaper. Alfalfa hay.
properly, fed, waa found to be a more
valuable roughage than either timothy

larg- or prairie hay and It cheapens the
Manhattan, Kant, Jan. 3.
feeding, experiment ever cost of the daily ration from 25 to 40
conducted has just been completed by per cent The ration, six parts of
the Kansas Agricultural College co- corn, four of oats, four of bran, and
operating with the United States gov- timothy hay probably is the best that
ernment. The results of this test In can be fed a work horse, though not
which 937 horses owned by the gov- the cheapest. Horses fed an oat raernment were used were made public tion did not show any more spirit
for the first time last night In an ad- than those that ate coin, which disdress before the Kansas Horse Breed- proves an old theory.
k
ers' association
C W.
REAPING BENEFIT
of the, agri cultural college,
who superintended the gigantic experiment. After Br. McCampbell had From the Experience of East Las
Vegas People.
pent two hours telling of the experiment he was called back again and
We are fortunate indeed to be able
again to answer questions. The discussion lasted another two hours.
to profit by the experience of our
To find, if possible, k grain or mix- neighbors, the public utterances of
ture or grains that would take the East Las Vegas residents on the folplace of oats as a horse feed and lowing subject will interest '.nd bengive as good results but be more efit thousands of our readers.
Read
economical was one object of the this statement. No better proof can
test. Another reason for the experi- be had.
ment waa to find the value of var
Mrs. Anna. Pearoe, 905 Tilden Ave.,
ious hays for horse feeding purposes. Eaat Las
Vegas, N. Mex., says: ''1
Still another was to determine the have
to withdraw from the
nothing
effect of grains on the health of the
statement I gave in January
public
animals used. All these question
1907, in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills
were answered.
I was troubled for about a year by
Fifteen rations were fed to as many
disordered
kidneys, the most annoylots of horses for 140 days. Every
a kidney weak937 ing symptom being
meal for every one of those
ness.
Doan's
Pills, procured
Kidney
horses was weighed and mixed in the
at the Center Block Pharmacy, cordisciproper proportions. Military
rected my trouble. I have had a few
pline helped to make the experiment
a success. Soldiers at Fort Riley .slight recurrences of the difficulty but
where the feeding was done were un at such times I have taken Doan s
der orders to do the work with the Kidney Pills and they have never
utmost care. Every horse was weighed failed to have a beneficial effect"
For sale by all dealers. Prise fO
before and after the test. The averFosteiMllburn Co., Buffalo,
age weight of the horses used was cents.
1,150 pounds.
They were artillery New York, sole agents for the United
horses doing as much work, probably, States.
Remember the name Doan's and
as horses on the farm.
It was found that other feeds may take no other.

est horse

by-a-
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DEMONSTRATION

BABY PITIFUL
SIGHT

JANUARY

WITH ECZEKA

TRAIN HERE

Instructors J. W. Knerr and L &
Mahle, assistant agriculturists.
H. C. MeCowen, assistant agricultural demonstrator on the Santa Fe.
H. B. Hening, secretary New Mexico bureau of immigration.
Reports received during the past

from
Completely Covered. Bandaged
Wash
Not
Dared
Foot.
Head to
Him. Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment 4 Weeks and He Was Cured.
few days after birth we noticed an
benpol on our baly's hip which soonoov- gan spreading until baby was completely
ereu even iu
cjtat,
an and scalp. For
eight weeks he waa
bandagfld from head to
Be could not
foot.
have a stitch of clothOur regular
ing on.
physician pronounced It
chronic eczema. He is a
very able physician and
ranks with the best to
thw In, iihtv. neverthe- km, the disease began spreading until baby
was completely covered. He was losing flesh
so rapidly that we became alarmed and decided to try Cuticura Boap and Ointment.
"Not until I commenced using Cuticura
Boap and Ointment could we tell what he
looked like, as we dared not wash him, and
I had been putting one application after
another on him. On removing the scale from
his head the hair came off, and left him
using
entirely bald, but since we have been much
Cuticura Soap and Ointment he has as
we
began to
hair as ever. Four weeks after
use the Cuticura Soap and Ointment he waa
entirely cured. I don't brieve anyone could
have eczema worse than, our baby.
"Before we used the Cuticura Remedies
we could hardly look at him, he was such
a pitiful sight. He would fuss until I would
treat him, they seemed to relieve him so much.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment stand by themselves and the result they quickly and surely
bring is their own recommendation." (Signed)
Mrs. T. B. Rosser, Mill Hall, Pa., Feb. 20, 'It.
Cuticura Soap end Ointment sold throughout the world. Send to Potter Drug A Chem.
for a liberal sampl
Corp., Dept. 20A, Boston,
book on the skin.
with 32-of each, uost-fre- e,
VA

STRIKE EXPECTED
No woman or girl in Las Vegas can
glance at the hats on display in the
millinery store of Mrs. Frank Strass
on Douglas avenue without seeing
something that strikes her fancy.
Mrs. Strass and her trimmers are always in the lead with the latest
styles.
A

THAT HUNGRY FEELING
If you enjoy real old fashioned
home cooking, food that is clean and
well prepared and nicely served, try
our 25 cent meals. Rooms to rent.
The Montezuma Restaurant, 604 Lincoln avenue.

JAN. 18
SANTA FE'S CORPS OF INSTRUCTORS TO LECTURE TO CROWDS
IN THI8 CITY.

Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 3. Prof.
J. D. Tinsley, agricultural demonstrator of th$ Santa Fe railroad, today
announced the completion of all arrangements for the big agricultural
demonstration train the Santa Fe will
operate to all points, on Its lines in
New Mexico starting January 11. The
equipment has been assembled in the

Santa Fe shops at Albuquerque and
is ready for the trip. The six cars
will be thoroughly lighted so as to
provide for the night meetings and
will be heated by steam so that even
should the weather be cold the cars
will be comfortable during the lecture
and demonstration.
The train will arrive at Las Vegas
at 4 o'clock p. m., on January 18 and
will remain there for five hours and
30 minutes.
Every one interested,
farmers, business men, school chil
dren, are urged to be present promptly, as the lectures and demonstration
will begin immediately upon arrival
of the train. Assisting Prof. Tinsley.
who will have charge of the operation of the train will be a strong
corps of experts in all lines of agriculture and live stock growing, including:
Prof. W. E. Garrison, president New
Mexico Agricultural college.
Prof. Luther Foster, director New
Mexico Experiment station.
Prof. W. C. Conway, in charge of
the Agricultural College experiment
work, who, on this trip, will give
particular attention to the meeting
of children, which is to be made a
special feature at every stop.
F. L. Bixby, Irrigation engineer.
H. K. Simpson, professor of animal
hubandry.
Prof. Fabian Garcia, horticulturist.
Prof. E. P. Humbert, agriculturist.

week show the keenest interest to be
manifest in the train taroughout the
state. In all the towns where there
are commercial clubs these organizations are seeing to it that the people
of the entire community are advised
of the arrival of the train, and urged

to be present.
The Santa Fe railroad is incurring
large expense in operating the train
and the agricultural college is also
going to considerable effort and ex
pense so that the equipment may be
complete and as effective as possible.
The train is one of the most effective
efforts that has been made for bettering farming In New Mexico and the
effort deserves and undoubtedly will
receive the most hearty
of the people of the state. Remember
the date of the arrival and be there
when the train pulls in.
MORE THAN

ENOUGH

Embroidery Floss, to entirely finish the needlework of packages of Royal Society, Artamo and
Richardson packages of articles to be
embroidered. Needles of the proper
sort are included in each package.
Buy all your D. M. C. for crochet work
at headquarters, at the 5, 10 and 25
Cent Store.
D. M. C.

IT

18 AGGRAVATING

It is both aggravating and painful
to suffer from chapped hands and
cracked Hps, yet everybody is subject
to them during this time of the year.
Schaefer's Toilet Cream will prove a

There

is

no entertainer

like the Victor

Whether a few friends stop m, or you
or
invite a whole house full of company,
whether you are all alone in the evening,
the Victor is just the entertainer you need.

of the ereilest
It brings to you the magnificent voices
and
the stirring music of celebrated band on
duets
and
solos
dance
music
liveliest
orchestras, the
beaul.ful sacred mus it, the
your favorite instrument,shows-tbest entertainment
he
latest ong hits, minstrel
.
of every kind by the world's best talent.
hear this wonderful musical
Why not come in and
a 8'e
n"r
instrument ? Find out for yourself what
mus.c you
taiaer it is. We'll gladly play any V.ctor
want to hear.
from $17.50
to

little a.
You can get a Victor lor
Easy terms if desired.

$10.

Other styles

$250.

$10.00

To

$250 Each

MSENWALDS

speedy relief and its occasional use

will make your skin impervious to the
cold. Tou can buy it at Schaefer'f.

pharmacy, opera house corner.
GOOD TIME TO BEGIN
The first of the year is a good time

to begin saving. The First National
bank offers every facility for those
who wish to save up a surplus for "a
rainy day." Big accolunts or small accounts are solicited. Why not op?n
an account for the hoy or girl now?
It will teach them the saving habit.

Everybody Should

Subsc rSbe
For

IN NEW YORK CITY

rant! in the city, but moderate in
price. Rooms with bath, $2.50 per

You will find Hotel Cumberland, at day up.

street,
Broadway and Fifty-fourtnear Central Park, an ideal location,
in the retail shopping and theater
elevated
district, with the subway,
and Burfaoe cars at hand. A handsome, modern, beautifully furnished
hotel with one of the best restau

Send for booklet.
Stlmson, manager.

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in

Best Advertising:
in Northern

He-diu- m

New Mexico

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
Do You

Want

ALL THE TELEGRAPHIC NEWS?
Do You

Want

ALL LOCAL ITEMS OF
The Optic Is a Booster
for Las Vegas and
New Mexico

INTEREST?

Then Call Up ilain

2

AND HAVE YOUR NAME PUT ON THE
BOOKS

Harry P.

The Optic Is a Booster
for Las Vegas and
New Mexico

6

to

14

days.

50c.

f
LAS

H

as compared to other classes of service which are regulated by the government. Both the railroad! and the
wubllaliera are inclined to resist aay
lurther assumption of autocratic power over their business on the part of
the head of the postoffne department.
The proposal to double the postage
rate on periodicals devoting: more
than 60 par cent of their total space
to advertising is particularly obnoxiOTHER CITIES ARE TAKING
MORE ous to newspaper and magazine proACTIVE PART IN
FOREIGN
prietors. "Under this arraneement."
TRADE
says the World editorially, "no publisher can ever know until he ha
!n
New York, Jan. 3. That
gone to pre8B wnre he Btnd
practically
mav
He
half of the foreign commence
tne
Postal
t0
lrela,ion
charge.
of the
United States is handled
Iean on advertlsements ono dav
through the enA
ga,n the two"c'nt rate 88 8 8P"
Port of New York is the
astonishing
condition, of affairs revealed by theicial PriTlIeKe Tnere n8? he a ,usn
and tr,e
compilation of figures Just made t ub- - of advrtls,nc ,ne next A
.
lift Kir K i
u
The whole scheme
ol commerce privilege vanishes.
" iutaii cuamoer
for the last fiscal year. Out of a to- is preposterous costly' to the govtal foreign commerce for the 12 ernment, unjust to publishers, confusmonths in question amounting to 12- - ing to all." Altogether the so'utton
783,350,000. New York accounted for of mail charges and mail pay promt0 P1"01"06 some very comP,ieat-Thi- s
1.774,877 or more than 46
per cenj'868
is an increase of $17,871,000 over Pd 'roblem8NeW Yrk t0
Horseles8 Town
the preceding year, a
comparatively
That
hor8e
drawn
vehIcle' 80 far
the
small amount when put against the
increase of $205,000,000 shown in 110 "S commerc,al users are wrernl.
over 1909. Imports and exports were Wl" h8Ve practlcal,y d'8aPIared from
very evenly divided according to thcithe 8tetS f th'8 Cit' by 1917 U th"
madp by ,rafflc
' predict,on
xeporl, the former amounting
to
haV0
J"St
Pomp,eted an ana'V9ls
917.121.000 and the latter to S807
ana
inn
enrol
00,1.
a
rapimty wun wmci.
Rvnnrt.
I
wb duwtou
A UOtl OaBtf Ol
t nicks and
motor
wagons
delivery
more than $35,500,000 while imports
showed a notable increase of ciore displacing the older form of vehicle
than $52,000,000. Of the country's to- Already the days of Dobb'n's commercial usefulness are numbered, and It
tal imports for the year 1911, Nev
Is only a question of a short time
York's share amounted to nearly 5G
when, so far as the conduct of ltn
per cent, a decrease of 2 per cent
from 1910. Of the exports New York's business is concerned, New York
will become the world's first horseshare for 1911 was 38 per cent or a
less city. According to conser'-a'ivdecrease of about two per cent from
estimates no less than 22,000 trade

YORK LOSING

NUT

.a

e

imported this city's poorest showing! hvith a tota'
horsepower ol more 'ban
was maae ,n cotton, only 10 per cent
of a Tllllion. 0ur of the
omtnird
of the total coming through this por- m mr,t0 .
re?tstere3 , Uw
On the other hand more than 98 perj&tate
owned or ,ed ,
arp
6,m
cent of all rubber Imported came into
0later New york accoraln (0 tbe
this country here. In connection with
opinion of exitrts. Th' figure rts
these figures it is interesting :o note not
lnclUe, however, the motor
that the duties collected here during trucks and delivery wagons kept in
the year amounted to about $20u,000,-00nearby cities which are used here ci
or to give the exact figure of Mr.
'n the trinf.pottation of freight beLoeb's estimate $196,871,850. This is tween oui3id-- ;
points anl this city.
a decrease of over $16,000, flno as coin Neither does it take into accoviii th
pared with 19J0. Altogether h- - 8 numerous small motor vehicles used
ures indicate that the rest of the for
light delivery work. Considering
country is slowly but steadily captur- all these classes many experts cr dit
ing New York's foreign trade.
pw York with 30,000 commercial veNew "Free Catsup" Party
hicles, but even the more conservative
One of the most curious develop- estimate of 22,000 furnishes on interments of the increased cost of nv'tig esting commentary on the rate at
is now making itself felt hera i'i the which the horse is disappearing here.
loud cry of protest which has been Golden Harvest for Hotel
Employes
raised by patrons of quick lunch coun
That the week from Christmas to
ters over the abolishment of the free New Years brought a golden harvest
catsup bottle. It is even reported to hotel employes in this city in the
that free catsup may become a
shape of tips and presents is Indicatslogan through tbe iirgtnlfcStioa ed by the records of the garnered
of New York's army of batty earers spoils which are now more or less
who have come to look upon 'he con- complete. So far the record for hell
inalienable boys Is held by an uptown hotel
diment as one of their
are now where the average amount collected
trusts
the
of
which
rights
accused of depriving them. For many during six days by each of the uniyears the free catsup bottle has been formed youngsters is reported as bean important feature of the lunch ing $48. While lower figures prevailcounters at which an army of nearly ed at other hotels It Is safe to assume
half a million workers are accustom that $25 would not be far from the
ed to snatch their noonday repatt at bell boy average for the first class
a cost of from five to 15 cents, and hotels. Nobody is willing to venture
the amount which has daily been con an estimate on the extent to which
sunied without charge wo'ikl be sufii Christmas enriched the all powerful
ship. Now clan of head waiters although It is
eient to float a good-sizeGenerally
however, the edict has gone forth known to be very large.
cost of speaking the room clerks fared exthat because of the inc-sefood thore will be no more free iat tremely well. An actual list of the
tup served with 'ow priced meals gifts received by a popular clerk in a
n';v a fiveent popular hotel included 6 suits silk
Person consuming
innnh will, if they want catsup, be underwear, 8 boxes cigars, 200 cigar-etes- ,
3 Sine neckties, $40 in cash,
compelled to pay five cents for it.
Consumers of meals costing ten or 1 scarf pin, 5 pounds candy, 2 pocket-bookn
6 pairs silk socks, 1 hat, 1 tie
15 cents will receive free a half por-liowhile
1
dab
small
one
is
that
clasp, pair cuff links, 1 Jar preservthe gourmand of the quick lunch coun- - ed figs. But although this Christmas
meal was a good one for hotel employes,
who consumes a
will receive free of charge a full por it is of no modern growth. Twenty
two years ago according to a manager
of
consisting
tion
who was then an elevator boy on tha
curtailment
no
other
dabs. Probably
of the midday meals, and there have only car at the old Windsor hod
been many of them during the last his average gifts in cash approximat
year, has met with such general de ed $200. During a period of four
nunciation, and already talk has been years the smallest holiday contribu
heard here of the establishment of a tions he received amounted to $146,
political body pledged to give its vote while the banner week set a high
water mark of $296.
only to such candidates as shall work
free
of
catsup
the
restoration
for the
TREMBLORS IN ILLINOIS.
as the first step toward the
hn(H
Jan. 3. Northern Illinois
Chicago,
food.
of
reduction of the price
earth tremors
Publishers Don't Like Postal Changes today experienced
varied
from a
which
jin
Intensity
the
As the publishing center of
to a
oscillation
perceptible
scarcely
interested
both
is
York
country New
bricabrac
which
shock
threw
distinct
and puzzled by recent opinions of the and dishes from shelves and tables.
postofiice department concerning the Southern Wisconsin also felt the
transportation of per'odical publica- "quake." In the Chicago weather bu
tions. According to the postmaster reau oscillations were noted. In no
daigeneral, one of the largest leal
case was any notable damage done.
of
publishers
the
out
right
lies points
Reports of earth tremors were re
to send matter by mail is not a right ceived here today from Aurora, Men- at all, but a privilege, and should be dota and Dixon, Illinois. None rerestricted to publications carry nr, as ported severe shocks. At Elgin dishes
much reading matter as advertising, and other objects were thrown from
have shelves in stores and homes.
for which privilege he would
ihem pay twice the present rate- -a
FRUIT AND PRODUCE MEN.
prorosal which is meeting with very
situation
The
here.
St.
Louis, Mo., Jan. 3. Fifteen hun
little sympathy
Is ail! further complicated by the dred fruit and produce men were
a compen-ta'io- present today when President John
pleat of the railroads for
for the tranar..,ration of the M. Walker of Denver called to order
ma Is which will at loait enable them the eighth annual convention of the
to earn a fair return for this branch Western Fruit and Jobbers' associa
will remain In
of service on which at present they tion. The convention
three
days.
of
$20,900,000
session
has
an
annual
c'aim
.
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FLYING

A

FEATURE OF

PRESTIGE

000-!W-

WEDNESDAY,

MEET

laui

f

3, 1912

FOR CATARRH

CHAS. LEWIS
JHK

TAILOR FOR MEN

ah, etc., and for this reason are

Mr. Louis Bacon of Boston.

usually first
Bat these are
simply exciting causes, the inflammation and discharge being really
produced by an impure and vitiated
It is well
condition of the blood.
enough to use some local treatment
to cleanse these membranes, but
any one can readily see that if
the inflammatory matter is left in
the blood, such treatment cannot
possibly have any permanent effect.
S. S. S. cures Catarrh by purifying
the blood of all impure catarrhal
matter and irritating germs and at
the same time builds op the system
When
by its fine tonic effects.
S. S. S. has purified the blood, the
mucous surfaces are all nourished
and made healthy. There can be no
Will both have place in the night pro- articles into this country from nations inflammation
of the membranes
gram at the Los Angeles meet A having the most favored nation treat then, because, the blood is pare, and
sham battle In the air with a M4 ies, it is announced. Protests by im- every tissue receives nourishment inwill be presented to the board stead of
irritating matter. Our book
pyrotechnic display in which the avia- porters
of
general
appraisers in New York on Catarrh will give proper advice as
tors will shoot fireworks down on a
aid
hombarded fort will thrill the spec- and then sent to the United States to what is best to use as a local
of customs appeals.
court
S. vS. S. is purifying the blood!
while
tators. Flying with lights on the
This book is free, also any special
search

the places Catarrh

BAY STATE

LEGISLATURE MEETS
Itoston. Mass., Jan. 3. The MassaAVIATION EVENT IN CALIFORNIA
chusetts legislature met today and orTO BRING FORTH SPECTACUganized for its annual session. ToLAR PERFORMANCES
morrow both houses will attend the
inauguration of Governor Foss, who
Angeles, Calif., Jan. 3 Flying will enter upon his second term.
at night will be for the first time in
AMERICAN
WED IN LONDON.
the world a feature of an internationLondon, Jan. 3. An American wed-- I
al aviation . meet through the efforts
of Dick Ferris, director general of din;- was celebrated in London today,
the People's Aviation Meet at los the bride being Miss Helena Stoney,
(taiiclitoT ft tlio lota PiMnmatlHap
Angeles, January 20 to 28, 1912. After conferences with leading aviatot George M. Stoney, U. S. N., and the
a practical plan for a night exhibition bridegroom, Harry L. Brown, whose
was developed, and the aviators have home is in Brookline, Mass.
agreed to participate. This has been
UP TO THE COURT.
thought of in the east and abroad,
W
but it remains for California to develop
ashington, Jan. 3. President Taft
the first scheme for making night will refer to the courts the wood pulp
and paper controversy of allowing the
flying a possibility.
Spectacular and scientific features question of the free entry of these

THHH

CERTiM CURE

A

Washington, Jan. 3. Society in the
national capital was treated today to
the first notable wedding of the new
year. The marriage was that of Miss
The macoas membranes of the
Mary Southerland, daughter of Rear
and throat are exposed to the
nose
Admiral William H. & Southerland,
U. S. N., and Mrs. Southerland, and irritating influence of dust, impure
manifests

Everything

Made at Home.

Stylish aad

Up-to-da-

te

itself.

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

WILL

dbLL BUILDING

J

Is

machines, including large
lights, will add to the interest. Another feature will be a military
at night in which the
aeroplanes will be sent away from In
front of the grandstand as quickly
as possible, returning to land under
the glare of huge searchlights mounted on the hangar roofs.
Director General Ferris announces
that persons who attend any of the
first three days of the meet will receive free tickets to the night exhibition on January 24.
In preliminary
More than $60,000
expense is represented in the preparations already made for the third international aviation meet at the
flying field, Los Angeles,
January 20 to 28, according to a
statement
by Dick Ferris,
general
manager of the big flying carnival.
Everything in the way of grounds arrangements necessary to the success
of the meet is already awaiting the
ii viators and the crowds.
More money will be expended on
the aviation meet before the opening
day than has been raised for the entertainment of the Shrlners at Loj,
Angeles
Eit"May, when southern
California will "receive" visitors more
lavishly than has ever been the case
in the west.
Ferris says that this
expenditure cannot be avoided if California is to continue to set the pace
in aviation. He has already received
messages from all over the United
States and from England and France
asking about the conditions to be required of flying men.

ALL YOUR STOMACH
TROUBLE
No

advice you may feel you need.
S. S. S. is sold at drug stores.

VANISHES

THE S WIFT SPECii I - CO., Atlanta. Go.

Indigestion, Gas, Heartburn or
Dyspepsia Five Minutes Later

MELLOW

"FORT"

Canned Vegetables

DELICIOUS

And

Preserved Fruits

AS THE FRESH
FROM

HUNT'S

uAKutN
Canned Fruits

SUPREME"

AND

And
ORCHARD!

Berries

For Sale By All Grocers
Order these brands and you will be delighted with their flavor and quality.

AS MOONLIGHT

Ripe with age. Smooth as velvet
this rich old Elm Ridge Club Whisky was distilled in 1890, eleven years
ago. It has a rare quality and should
be used for medicinal purposes in
preference to all other brands. Bottled in bond, full quarts, $2.50.
Choice wines and liquors. Standard
brands at the Lobby Cafe and Lunch
rooms, phone orders promptly executed.

AT THE PHOTOPLAY.
TO LAY BARE CULT SECRETS.
Maud Muller, a beautiful production
Every year regularly more than a
Chicago, Jan. 3. Sensational reve
million stomach sufferers in the Uniof Whittier's immortal poem.
lations concerning "Rev." G. Ottoman
ted States, England and Canada take
The Tired Absent Minded Man. Zar Adush Hanish and his temples of
Pane's Diapepsin, and realize not only
Don't let your forgetting get the best "sun worshippers" are expected to
of you and miss this, the best laugh morrow, when the case involving the
immediate.b ut lasting relief.
of the season.
This harmless preparation will di
custody of George Lindsay, the
Over the Chofing Dish. If you want
heir to the millions of the
gest anything you eat and overcome a
to see something you never saw in late W. H. Lindsay, of Philadelphia
sour, gassy or
stomach
comes up in court for settlement. The
five minutes afterwards.
moving pictures, see this.
Saved From the Torrents. A great boy was placed in the "temple" of
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
railroad urama.
tho "sun worshippers" by his mother,
or what you eat lies like a lump of
WARE THAT WEARS
who is said to be known among the
lead in your stomach, or if you have
It is a real pleasure to cook when
cult as "Vadah." Charles R. Lindsay,
heartburn, that is a sign of indiges you have nice, clean, convenieat
NEW RECORD MADE
tion.
The Sanitary Dairy company has an uncle of the boy, located him afkitchen utensils that are easily kept
ter a nation-widsearch and had him
Get from your pharmacist a
clean. We have a complete line of established a new record for cleanliremoved from the temple. Detectives
case of Pane's Diapepsin and take a the Pure
a
ness.
The
milk
is
in
handled
Cofsuch
ware.
Aluminum
Spun
employed by the uncle are said to
dose just as soon as you can. There fee pots, frying and
stewing pans, manner as to keep it free from all have learned
many of the secrets of
will be no sour rising, no belching of boilers, burlin and tea
contamination.
kettles, bread,
Every process through the "inner circle"
and will tell the
undigested food mixed with acid, no cake and pie pans, everything to ma2e which it goes is absolutely sterile.
court of the weird doctrines and ritstomach gas or heartburn, fullness or cooking a pleasure.
Coors Lumber You can give it to the baby knowing
uals practiced by the cult, particuheavy feeling in the stomach, nausea, Co., 700 Railroad Acenue.
that his little life is safe from danlarly the service known as "Rhythmic
debilitating headaches, dizziness or
ger from germs, which often infect Exercises."
DON'T
DO
intestinal griping. This ril
H go,
If
carelessly handled milk.
63 DEGREES BELOW ZERO
Don't try to get along without plenand, besides, there will be ro sour food
The
temperature didn't go quite
of
The
fruit.
Las
left over In the stomach to poison ty
Vegas Mercantile
HOW MANY TIMES
low last night, but, nevertheless.
that
a
has
choice
assortment
of
company
Have
a
wished
had
you
your breatb with nauseous odors.
you
good
It went down far enough to satisfy
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure native and Colorado apples which it likeness of some near dear relative
the most exacting lover of winter
is
at
reasonable
the
a
was
selling
for
true
a
that
by
prices
likeness,
portrait
stomachs, because It
takes hold of your food and digests it box or in smaller quantities. Big lus with1 every characteristic line and a weather. When your business, call
or shopping trips take you out
just the same as if your stomach clous oranges are received daily. The natural expression. In our portiai: ing
mercantile company always has th9 work we study our subject, get the Into the cold you can warm up quickwasn't there.
In season. Telephone proper pose and light, that's why our ly by dropping into Potter's on Dou-la- s
Relief in five minutes from all best of fruit
avenue and drinking a cup of hu
stomach misery is waiting for you at your orders. They will be filled work is artistic. Waterman's Portrait
delicious
hot chocolate. A good pla' e
promptly.
Studio on the Plaza.
any drug store.
to
too,
go,
after the theater.
These large
cases contain
more than sufficient to thoroughly
DYNAMITING PROBE RESUMED.
CONGRESS AGAIN IN SESSION.
cure almost any case of dyspepsia, InIndianapolis, Ind., Jan. 3. The fedWashington, Jan. 3. Both houses of digestion or any other stomach diseral grand
jury, which adjoin
congress reassembled today, following order.
over the holidays, reconvened tbtta?
the holiday recess of two weeks. The
to resume its investigation Into the
AFTER THOUGHT
big legislative business of the immeSs
alleged McNamara dynamiting condiate future promises to be the reDelayed presents are better aprpe-ciatespiracy. It is understood that many
vision of the tariff, which is to be
if of a useful kind. We have
witnesses from all parts of the countaken up at once by the house. A a great many kinds of comfortable
USED
THE
WORLD
OVER
TO
A
try are still to be called. One of the
CURE
COLO
from
DAY.
ORE
on
message
the president
in
the slippers for men, women and children
most important to be heard is the
cotton schedule and the report of the which are now on sale at a discount
mysterious Frank Eckhoff of Cincintariff board on that subject are ex- of 20 per cent. Cash only. Hedg-cock- , Always remember the full name. Look
nati, who is said to have personal Infor this signature on every box. 26c.
614 Douglas avenue.
pected at an early date.
formation of the dynamiting operations of the McNamara brothers and
persons alleged to have associated
with them. The general belief is
that at least a month will be required
to complete the grand jury investigation In this city.
,
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There is Only One

d

"Bromo Quinine"
That
Laxative Bromo Quinine
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EXTENDS THANKS
Mrs. Standish wishes to thank her
many friends and patrons who have
so loyally patronized her during the

past year. Wishing them all a happy
and prosperous new year and will be
with you with a full line of new spring
goods and novelties.

.....

MEN TO PLEAD SUFFRAGE.
Mo., Jan. 3 Cabanne, one
of the prominent suburbs of St. Louis,

St Louis,

mS

Jm

I

dm

si

fA

A1

is to be treated tomorrow night to a
men's symposium on woman's suffrage. The affair is to be held in the
assembly room of the public library
All the speakers will be men, but the
women have been invited to hear the
speeches. E. M. Grossman, newlv
married and an ardent suffragist, will
preside and introduce his brother
suffragists, among whom will he hoth
bachelors and benedicts. Included
among the speakers will be a prominent clergyman, a former tudze of th
municipal court and a well known rep
resentative of organized labor.
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THE DEEP SEA
Izumi crabs are caught In the deep
sea of Japan, where the water is pure
and cold. Izumi crab meat denotes
par excellent quality, equal to the
fresh crab or lobster, excellent for
salads. A delicious chafing dish delicacy.
Canned In Japan. Try this.
Only at Steam's Grocery.
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OPTIC AND STOCK
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One Year
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Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip-

tions).
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If gent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR.

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in Northwestern
New Mexico.
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A MOVE IN

THE RIGHT
DIRECTION

Two of the leading grocers of Las
Vegas have announced their intention
of adopting a new and, as they believe, better system of doing business
during the year just begun. One will
sell strioUy for cash. The other will
encourage cash purchases b offering
attractive prices to those who are
willing to pay for goods on delivery.
Those who purchase on credit will be
.ilowed to do so only u m approved
security and all bills must be settled
regulftrly on prescnoea
days each
month. This is virtually the same as
.i cash business.
This Is a move in the right direc-lion- .
Eventually it will be adopted
by every other line of business In the
city because it is the most satisfactory way of transacting business. The
result will be that the day of high
prices In Las Vegas will soon be at
an end. Under tho old credit system
the grocers, because they were put to
the expense of hiring collectors and
were continually being defrauded by
irresponsible or dishonest customers,
were obliged to charge a rate considerably higher than would have been
necessary bad everybody paid cash
for their provisions. There are some
people who prefer to pay cash. These
people have been obliged to pay the
accounts of those who were dishonest
enough to neglect to pay their bills
or who were bo negligent as to put
the grocers at heavy expense in keeping books, rendering statements, losing the use of money tied up in bad
or slow accounts and paying the interest on money that many of thent
were compelled to borrow because
money rightfully belonging to them

twoMhirds per cent. He, as well as
all the other grocers of the city, has
not been responsible for the high price
of provisions in i x& Vegas. The credit
system has been at fault.
The credit system has given Las
Vegas the name of the highest priced
eity in New Mexico and It has lived
Groceries have alup to the name.
ways been sold here at a higher figure
than at Albuquerque and other New
Mexico towns.
And the credit system, an evil in any place but a greater
evil where a considerable iortion of

OPTIC,

as is usual. The lowest temperature
recorded for December was on the
twelfth when the official report is
sued by the volunteer weather bureau
at this- Normal University was 12 degrees below zero. The maximum ten.
perature for the month was 64 de
grees, registered on December 4. The
mean minimum temperature for December was 7.77 degrees and the
mean maximum was 40.25 degrees.
The greatest range of temperature
was on December 3 and 4 when the
thermometer registered a difference
of 51 degrees between the minimum
and maximum temperatures for the
-
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WEEKLY

needed hi their business could
collected.
To show what an increased cost the
credit system gavt to groceries the
grocer who is gotttgfon a strictly cash
basis on February 1 has announced
that the change lh his manner of do-- !
lng business will enable him to make
and

VEGAS DAILY

'

day.

The total precipitation for the
month of December was .58 inches,
'
or .04 inches below the normal, which
jis .62 inches. The greatest preciyi-tation recorded during the month was
the population is shifting continually, .2 inches on December 19. The snow-- !
fall for the month was 16.5 Inched
has been the guilty culprit.
There will be some who will with the greatest, .7 inches, on Decemgrumble at paying cash for groceries. ber 19. The number of days wit li a
The men who have inaugurated the precipitation of 0.1 inches or more
cash system probably will have some during the rrtdtfth of December' was 4,
vexation at the beginning. They de- while the normal number is 3. De-- j
serve much praise for their fearless cember witnessed 26 clear days, 1
action, which is sure to result In noth- partly cloudy and 4 cloudy days. The
ing but success. When people get record of December 12, when the therthe
habit they will be mometer reached v degrees belosv.
loath to forsake it. It means a saving zero, is the coldest ever noted ir.
of worry and makes possible a more December with the exception of Decareful and economical appropriation cember 1909 when the thermometer
of the funds to be devoted to living reached 15
degrees below. However,
expenses. And after all the mer- tke observer at the Normal weather
chant should not be compelled to wait station states that the records
for the
for his money. He has earned it month of December
may belower than
when he delivers your orders to you.
they should be, which is due to the
He must pay his clerks promptly, use
of an occasional retreating maxi-- i
meet his local and wholesale bills
mum
thermometer until a better inand pay taxes. If he is enabled to
strument could be obtained.
do so by prompt payments for his
In January of the year just past a
services the customer proiits by much
of .11 inches was recorded,
rainfall
over!
Isn't
Think
it
cheaper prices.
.35 inches below the normal
Is
wheih
the eash system the best?
for the month, .46 inches, and '.he
mean temperature was 40.4 degrees
lor 7.1 degrees above the norm?!,
33.3 degrees. For February the rain
fall was 1.33 inches, or .43 inches
greater than the normal precipitation
for this month, which is .9 inches,
BY
and the mean temperature for the
second month of the year was 31.9
degrees, or 2.4 degrees below ;he
cash-payin-

I

g
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SEVERAL RECORDS
BROKEN
1911

YEAR JUST PAST WAS COLDEST
IN 50 YEARS, ACCORDING TO
OBSERVER BAKER

The year 1911 will go on record in
Las Vegas with a rainfall of 17.51 inches, 1.15 inches below the normal
annual rainfall which is 18.66 indiea,
and a mean temperature of about two
degrees below the mean temperature
for over 50 years gone by. Last ear
will also be recorded as having had
a month of the coldest weather ever
recorded in this section, that of December last, the mean temperature of
which was 16.01 degrees or 17.29 degrees below the mean for that month,
which is 33.3 degrees. However, but
for this one month of December, 1911
would have been above the mean
temperature for years past, as throughout the other months an even temperature prevailed, being in summer
below the mean temperature and in
the winter months above it
December did not have the lowest temperature, as on February 21
the temperature dropped to 14 degrees below zero and on February 23
the telhjrmometer (registered 12 de
grees below. The cold weather, however, was more prevalent throughout
the entire month of December and
with the wind coming over the snowcapped mountains the temperature did
not rise so high during the day time

WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

3, 1912

mean normal, which is 34.3 degrees.
The rainfall for the month of March
was .18 inches, which is .44 inches
eluw the normal, .63 inches, ' be
was
mean temperature for March
4:.85 degrees, 2.55 degrees above the
i

i:

can normal, which is

41.3

degrees

The rainfall for April was .SO inches,
which is .20 inches below the normal
for the month, 1 inch, and the mean
temperature for this month was 49.5
degrees, .3 degrees above the mean
normal of 49.2 degrees. In May the

rainfall was 2.41 inches, which is .54
inches above the normal, 1.87 infor
the mean temperature
ches,
the month of May was 57.25 degrees,
which is .05 degrees below the normal, 57.3 degrees. The rainfall for
the month of June was 2.44 Inches,
.64 inches above the normal which is
1.70 inches, and the temperature for
June was 63 degrees or 3.1 degiees
below the mean normal for that
month. In July the rainfall whs 3.55
inches, which is .45 inches below coe
normal for that month and the
for that month was 67." de
grees or 2 degrees below the mean,
which is 69.2 degrees. For the mon:h
of August the total rainfall was 2.30
inches, which is 1.08 below the normal, 3.38 inches and the mean temperature for August was 67.6 degrees,
or 3 degrees below the normal for
that month, which is 67.9 degrees.
The month of September had a rainfall of .68 inches, which is 1.69 inches
below the normal, 2.27 inches, and the
mean temperature was 63.2 degrees,
or 2.5 degrees below the mean normal, which is 60.7 degrees. The rainfall for October was 2.83 inches whicT
is 1.8 inches above the normal rainfall for that month, 1.03 inches, and
the temperature for the month of October was 47.4 degrees, which is 2.4
degrees below the mean normal, 47.4
degrees. In November the rainfall
was .30 inches, 51 Inches below the
normal which is .81 inches, and the
temperature for November was 36.1
degrees, which is 4.5 degrees below
the mean normal for November 40.6
degrees.
This report shows the temperature
for the year of 1911 to have been even
e

with the exception of the month oft
December, which Is the coldest inonin
on record In the past 50 years. In
the summer months the temperature
was lower.than the normal ann the
hottest da recorded was but 91
which was registered on Aug4
and 20. In the winter months
ust
will
be noted that the temperature
it
was above the average and, with the
Febexception of two cold snaps in
no extreme
ruary, up to December
weather was witnessed !n Las Vegas.
Though the rainfall was below the
normal the rains came at times vnen
they did the crops the mon good an
the year turned out a prosperous one
'for the farmers of this section.
de-gre-

A NEW

FATHER IS GROUCHY
When he comes home to find din- ner not ready, the house littered up
and mother worn out trying to get
the family washing out. Then he
has another grouch when ironing
day comes and of course the rest ot
the folks are grouchy, too. It's money
and energy saved to send the washing to the Las Vegas Steam Laundry.
Phone Main 81.
A PRETTY STENOGRAPHER
No matter how pretty or how efficient your stenographer may be, Bhe
cannot do her best work unless you

keep her supplied with the best typewriter ribbons. These can always be
found at Baily's. Ribbons for all
makes of machines are always kept
in stock. Better lay in a supply now.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Bradrick and
daughter of Wagon Mound have arrived in Las Vegas and will reside
here the. remainder of the winter.
They formerly lived here.

$100,000.00

J.

M. CUNNINHHAM. President
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Thank you for the business you
have favored me with during the
past and Solicit the continuance
of our pleasant relations, but to
continue business under the EXISTING CONDITIONS is not fair
to my customers nor to myself.
have DECIDED to revise my
mode of doing business and
HEREAFTER will makethe lowest cash price to those who wish
to pay cash, to those who desire
Credit it can be had ONLY on
approved security.
All Statements rendered on the
I

of jeach

Statements rendered on the 15th
of each month.

T. HOSKIN5. Cahhler

time OefvH!

1ST

BE SETTLED BY THE

20TH

A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because

everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

C, D, BOUCHER

and you will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other.
op-tuni- ty

Jr$r

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
HSBWSBf OMCHU

ntluwii Mnil

THE COFFEE MAN

rtwiji

Great PreInventory Sale At
Stocks flust Be Reduced
SUITS AMD DRESSES A T MORE THAN
1--2
OFF
mm

month must be

Settled on or before the 10th; all

LAS VEGA

latere

NEW YEAR

AND

1st

&

x

A HAPPY

LOCATION

The Wallis millinery has moved into
its new location on the east side of
Sixth street near the San Miguel Na
tional bank, and soon will be ready
to handle its business in the hand
somest and most conveniently appointed room in Las Vegas. Customers are invited to call and examine
the stock of seasonable and pretty
head ware.

Surplus
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$50,000.00
i
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Capital Paid in

J

Tfl MY MANY PATRONS
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Muffins

7" nooning Retool Mjgazine

Lepolodo Valdei came in yesterday
afternoon from his home in Mora on
The man who
business.
does the
weighing the measuring-t- he
Jose Diaz and C. A. Rising of Sanman who knows how
ta Fe were is Las Vegas vesterdav
and whythe
on business.
man on
whom
everything depends
A. Mennett, salesman for Charles
Our responsibility is
never
left this afternoon for Santa
Iffeld,
lost sight of for a
moment
Fe on business.
in prescription filling.
Every
Mrs. Jefferson Raynoids left yesterPrescription
leaving our
day afternoon for a short trip to Exstore is faultless from
any
celsior Springe, Mo.
standpoint that you may
EC Dai, Muffin
B. P. Hume, formerly a resident of
taws.
iou may feel saie
cup butter;
cup
Las
wlas
here
Vegas,
his
from
and sure if we fill
today
t'KK; Hfup milk; 2 cups four; sugar;
J level
your
farm near Wagon Mound.
K
teaspoonuls
C
Baking
prescription.
U
aspoonful salt; scant Si found dot,?
J. A. Conies', master mechanic fnv
add the sugar and
the Santa Fe, came in last night from tt15reaIn 1 1Je
egg, beaten licht. Sift together
his home in Raton on business.
three times, the flour,
baking powder
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Dick Simon of Seattle, Wash., is in
l,,eae to tnehrst mixture,
"T
Las Vegas spend'ng the week visit alternately with the milk; beat
and add the
stoned
ing Mr. and Mrs. Charles Greenclay. thoroughly
Phone Main
and cut in pieces. To dates,
bake, have a
Andres Maes, a merchant of Gon- slow oven antii the muffins
double in
zales, was in Las Vegas today pur- bulk, then increase heat to bake and
brown quickly. Muffins baked this wav
chasing supplies for his merchandise will be
light, appetizing and more
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
store.
easily digested.
'
Kansas City, Jan. 3. CSattle. re- This is only one of the
Mr. and Mrs. W. A.' Reinkin and
many appetizrecipes found in the K C Cook s
eipts 8,000. including
i nnn OUUlliCi
v
..k lio. Charles Reynolds were In Las Vegas ing
Book.
AV
The wonderful K C Cook's Book is
j
vrjuw ii'wer IN ft- - yesterday afternoon from their home
Ive steers,
$5.258.50;
southern in Watrous.
substantially bound and printed in nine
A. M. McCready, Santa Fe traveling colors, contains ninety tested and easily-tiiad- e
t
COWS
ouuiucru
nH hoifoi-9 AA Ol j . nr.
by Mrs. Janet McKenzie
i o , uauve COWS
'
engineer, arrived last night from his Hill, ofrecipes
the world famous Boston Cook-i-i- g
nil Hjaifaro , 0 TIT ,
in
Raton and was in Las
,vu
School Magazine.
DwjuKeiB ana headquarters
You can secure a copy FREE
eeders, $4.006.40; bulls, $3.40
Vegas today on business.
by send-In- g
the colored certificate packed in
i.28;
Toe Kipper returned yesterday from
calves, 4.258.O0;
western
cans of K C Baking Powder to the
steers, $4.507.O0; western cows, $3 Raton where he has been reliev'ns
Jaqubs Mpg Co., Chicago.
0S.OO.
the Santa Fe ticke tagent. Mr. KipBe sure to write name and address
Hogs,
ao
16,000,
receipts
market per is night ticket agent in Las Ve- plainly.
steady to 5 cents lower
Bulk of gas.
sales, $5.906.15; heavy, $6.156.20;
Miss fiertha Sundt, after spending
Enrique Sena is in Santa Fe on a
packers and butchers,
$6.006.20; the holidays with her parents, Mr. short business visit.
omra
4
Dies
9k
lights, $3.7006.20:
and Mrs. M. M. Sundt, has returned
Attorney W. J. Lucas has left Las
Sheep,
receipts 8,000; market to Denver, where she Is attending
for Chicago and other points
Vegas
steady. Muttons, $3.25 4.50; lambs, Denver University.
in the East on a short business trip.
$4.5O6.30; fed wethers and yearHarold Cohn, after spending the
Rosco Grinslade left yesterday aftlings, $3,505.25; fed ewes, $2.50
holidays in Las Vegas, returned to ernoon for Hebron on business and
4.00.
Roswell this afternoon to continue returned to Las
Vegas this afterhis studies in the New Mexico Mil- noon.
THINGS THAT GLITTER
itary Institute.
Mrs. A. E. Abeyta, of Trinidad, arand sparkle and that are worth havWilliam R. Tipton, Jr., who has rived yesterday afternoon from her
ing are to be seen in the window? been spending the holidays in Las home in Colorado and was in Las Veand show cases of the city's leading Vegas with his
parents. Dr. and rMs. gas today.
jeweler. We are doing a big busi- W .R. Tipton, will leave this evening
J. Frederick
Anton
Yardmaster
ness for we have demonstrated that for
South Bend, Ind., to continue his went to La Junta yesterday on busiour StOCK is new and
nnrl studies In Notre Dame
ness and returned to Las Vegas this
University.
Rohinn' Miss Minnie Holzman, after spend- afternoon.
that our Drices ar He-tii
and watchmaker, ing several days In Las Vegas
ijan , jeweler
Albino B. Gallegos returned todaj
street.
mg friends, left last night for her to his home in Las Conchas after
'
home In Albuquerque. Miss Holzman having been In Las Vegas a short time
WHEN IN NEED
formerly resided here and was a on business.
of a horse and
William Frank, Jr., arter an exrig get a good one teacher In the public schools of East
and derive the satisfaction and rea'-- ! Las
tended visit with his parents, Mr.
Vegas.
Ize the joy that one should get
rromj Mrs. J. van Houten, who has been and Mrs. William Frame, left this
driving a horse that is well kept, and spending sevtral days in Las Vegas afternoon for his home in Holland,
We provide our patrons with visiting her mother and father,
gentle.
ihmhimum
Mr. New Max.
Maino Lara, proprietor of the holivery service at any hWur and Mrs. Chrlg Wiegand, left wester-daof the day or night. Cleanest stable
afternoon for Albuquerque, where tel in Ocate, arrived in Las Vegas
in town. M. L. Cooley, Phone Main she will spend several days before re- yesterday afternoon and was in the
city today on business.
15.
turning to her home in Raton.
iSanta Fe Division Superintendent
F. L. Myers went north last night on
a short business trip to points in me
northern part of this division ot me
ead.
JANURAY SPECIAL MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
Judge Clarence J. Roberts is expected to pass through Las Vegas to
morrow on his way home from SanU
Fe where he has been attending th
meeting of the supreme court of
which he is an associate justice.
Carlos Dunn of this city has
gone to Taos to locate. Mr. Dunn,
who up to the first of the year was
employed in the First National bank
of Las Vegas, will be connected with
the Valley bank of Taos in the capacHave Taken our Time to Select These
of cashier.
ity
Line of
From an
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Holt, after
spending the holidays in Las Vegas
This Saves your Time and Patience.
visiting Mrs. Holt's moiner, Mrs. J.
H. Ward, left yesterday for Santa Fe
Which will give
We Have Chosen
for a short visit. From the Capital
Underwear
Satisfaction.
and
City they will go to El Paso and to
Service
best
their home in Dallas, Texas.
One-thir-
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We Shall Make no Deviation And Sell for Cash Only.
Our reason for so doing is in order to compete with the mail order houses who get thousands
of dollars from our city and the surrounding country each lnonth.
If we sell for cash only, we can sell just as cheaply and give you better, service and satis
faction than the largest of the Hail Order Houses.
You wiil not be justified in sending your money away for Groceries or other goods, but

spend the money

at home where it belongs.

& Co. Hontgomery Ward & Co. and hundreds, of other Mail
The reasons.
Order Houses, can and do under sell your local merchants are,
Sears-Roebu-

ist,
2nd,J

3l.
4th.
5th.
6th.
7th.

8th.

Qth.
10th.

nh.
12th

ck

They have no loss for failure to collect.
They have no loss for failure to charge.
They receive the money for the goods in advance of furnishing the same.
They sell to you in larger quantities than you buy from your local merchant.
They have less broken packages.
They sell more in original packages, and have less shrinkage.
They don't have to make good every little article like your local Qrocer does:
When you buy a single can of Corn or Tomatoes from your local grocery, and It is
not up to the standard, you phone him and he' i mmeadiately replaces it with an
other: but when you buy a case of Corn or Tomatoes from the Mail Order Houses
and you find two or more bad cans, rather than go to the trouble to correspond,
you stand the loss your self. We make it good.
It costs just as much to deliver a small parcel as a large case, and your orders to
the Mail Order Houses are generally larger than those in which you favor your
local merchant.
They save on bookeeping expense.
They save on collections.
They save paying interest, and instead get the free use of money by reason of your
paying in advance, and discount their bills with your money.

Theydon't deviate from their system.,
Undtr our new system, when you purchase from us, we will sell just as low as the
Mail Order Houses, and in addition furnish better service and better goods.
on a strictly cash basis, we can and will sell you goods at a saving of from 10 to 20 per
cent or more, making it average to you at least 3
percent, meaning a saving of enough to pay for
a two months grocery bill in a year.
By selling

16-2--

SALE.

WE Garments

IT

IS

DRAWERS, SKIRTS. GOWNS,
CORSET COVERS.
a.nd
CONBINATION SUITS.

value
value
value
value
1.15 value
1.25 value
1.50 value
1.75 value
2.25 value

25c
35c
50c
75c

at
at
at
at

at
at
at
at
at

19c
25c
39c
49c
79c
89c
98c
1.29
1.69

HOFFMAN and GRAUBARTH
PHONE MAIN 104

WE SELL FIRE INSURANCE
AS WELL AS REAL ESTATE.
Don't forget that we are agents for
the Occidental Fire Ins. Co., of Albuquerque, "The New Mexico Company,"

The Northern of London and the Co
lonial (National) of Hartford, and
that we will be glad to have a share
of your Insurance business. The Investment and Agency Corporation,
Geo. A. Fleming, Mgr.
CHILDREN

8AVED

School children are saved Incon
venience and their parents are saved
unnecessary expense If school sup
from M. M.
plies are purchased
Thompson on Sixth street The line
of tablets, pencils and other supplies
is complete. The next time your children need articles to be used at
school send them to Thompson's.

furniture repaired. Bed
steads gilded and enameled at the Variety Shop, 703 Douglas avenue. J. D.
All kinds of

Frtdenstine.

WHILE?

Book-keepi-ng

1,

It saves the cost of collecting.
It does away with the loss of bad accounts.

Garments

of more than Ordinary Value which will Save
you Money.

WORTH

By Selling Strictly For Cash, It Saves Expense of Extra

Inrrense

the

Sons

AND

FRIENDS

OUR

with
Beginning Feb. ist. 1912, we shall inaugurate a cash system, and do away entirely
extending credit to any one.

ry

Sample.

3, 1912

JANUARY

It does away with the failure to

charge-I-

t

does away with errors and
We expect' to and can, do twice the business on the same capital and at less expense.
It will enable us to discount our bills, and take every advantage of the market, buy in
larger quantifor
less
and
sell
for
less.
ties, buy
Those who do purchase from us for cash, will not have to pay extra to equalize the extra cost for
those who buy on credit.
,
You can reduce the cost of living and live better, you will not have to stint
yourself or ask any favors.
it
the
Feb.
we
when
feel
and
we
1st,
Try
adopt
system
sure that yon will not go back again to the old
system of buying on credit.

Pay Cash And Pay Less And Be Independent
There have been in the past several who have tried the spot cash system, but they made the mistake
of "making exception", hence tbeir failure. We shall profit by the experience of our
predecessors,
and will not repeat their fatal mistakes, so we shall make no exceptions and will treat every one alike
Trusting that this will meet with your approval and hearty
and assuring you it will result
i

to our mutual benefit,

FRUIT JOBBERS MEET
Jau. 3. The Western
Fruit Jobbers association, of which
John M. Walker of Denver, is presi
dent, began a three days' meeting
here today. The association has members in 94 western and southern mar
kets. Weights, measures,
traffic,
trade evils and reforms are on the
program for discussion.

I am,

St. Louis,

Very respectfully yours,

f

IKE DA VIS
i
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LAS

0

rBMALE

DIVERS

OF

tWonvsn Who Bogm at 13

for Pearls

to'rcn

the Coast

WitfN.

'sU

4c

In

JAPAN

emmnev

erci. uuumau ieet mgu
means ot the heat generated in the
fires below would seem an Impossible
task, yet such a feat was on one occasion accomplished by John Faulkner,

a famous Lancashire steeplejack
The Incident was the outcome of a
wager between Faulkner and the manager of a Manchester gas works, who
doubted John's statement regarding
the excessive heat.
A large iron kettle was procured,
and this, being tilled with necessary ingredients sixty-sipounds in weight
was hoisted to the summit of the
huge chimney stack. Faulkner placed
the receptacle on the outer and coolest side of the brickwork, but despite
this, the contents were found to be
thoroughly cooked In one hour and
ipearls. .
twenty minutes, or ten minutes less
unwear
a
white
They
special dress,
derwear and the hair twisted tip into than the stlplated time.
Faulkner won his wager and the
a hard knot. The eyes are protected
by (lasses to prevent the entrance of pie. which, It is said, was slightly
crater. Tuba are suspended from the burned at the bottom, was afterwards
waist A boat in command of a man distributed among the poor of the
la assigned to every five or ten women district. Bystander.
divers to carry them to and from the
fishing grounds.
The Useful Verb "To Get"
When the divers arrive on the
Is no word, long or short, in
There
grounds they leap Into the water at the English language capable of per
one and begin to gather oysters at
so much labor in a clear, inthe bottom. The oyters are dropped forming
into tubs suspended from their waists. telligible sense as the verb to get;
specimen of
When the vessels are filled the divers and here Is an
are raided to the surface and jump Into its capabilities:
"I got on horseback within ten min
the boats. They dive to a depth of
from five to thirty fathoms without utes after after I got your letter. When
I got to
Canterbury I got a chaise for
iany special apparatus and retain their
town; but I got wet through before I
breath from one to three minutes
Their ages vary from thirteen to got to Canterbury and I have got such
a cold as I shall not be able to get
forty years and between twenty-fivrid of in a hurry. I got to the treasury
at
are
their
and thirty-fiv- e
prime.
they
about noon, but first of all I got
Oriental Review.
shaved and dressed. I soon got into
the secret of getting a memorial before
YOUNG BEAVER'S DAY'S WORK the board, but I could not get an
answer then; however, I got intellithe messenger that 1
Record Made by One of the Animals gence from
should most likely get one the next
In Regent's Park Gardens,
morning. As soon as I got back to my
London.
A young; beaver In Kegent's Park inn I got my supper. When I got uf
gardens, London, was once placed at in the morning I got my breakfast
work upon a tree 12 feet long and 2 and then got myself dressed that I
feet 6 Inches thick just as the town might get out in time to get an answer
clocks sounded the hour of noon. The to my memorial. As soon as I got it
beaver began by barking the tree a I got into the first chaise and got to
Canterbury by 3 o'clock, and about
loot above the ground.
That done ho attacked the wood. tea time I got home."
He worked hard, alternating his labor
with dips In his bathing pond. He
Correcting Willie.
bathed an labored alternately until
Papa and mamma and son Willie
4 o'clock in the afternoon, when he
ate his supper of bread and carrots were crossing the ocean. Willie had
done something for which his mother
and paddled about in his pond until
thought he needed correction, but not
5
t
o'clock.
Ten minutes later, when only one feeling equal to the occasion she
to her husband.
inch of the tree's diameter remained turned
she said, "can't you speak
"John,"
the
work
he
his
and
boro
upon
lutact,
to Willie?"
tree fell. Before it fell the beaver
Papa replied in a thin, weak voice.
ran as men run when they have fired
blast. Then as the tree lay on the "Howdy, Willie." Success Magazine.
t round he portioned
it out mentally
iitid again began to gnaw.
He worked at intervals all night,
Competition.
cut the log into three parts, rolled
"You still assert that competition
two of the portions into the water is the life of
trade?"
and reserved 'he other third for his
"Oh, yes," said Mr. Dustln Stax.
work
shelter.
The
done,
permanent
"But we don't care to compete for a
he took a bath -- Harper's Weekly.
chance to sell our goods.
What we
want is to find people with theii
money out competing for the priviA Cooking Feat In the Air.
of buying them."
To cook a potato nie at the top of a lege
Tne pearl divert of Japan are wont-Is- .
Along the coast ot tke Bay of Ago
land the Bar of Kokaaho the thirteen
and fourteen-year-olgirls, after they
lhave finished
their primary school
'work, go to aea and learn, to dive.
They are In the waUr-an- d
learn to
wlm i.'raost'from babyhood and Hperiii
ffloat of their time In Ihe watv except
In the cold"Ht season, from the end of
Decssnber to the beginning oi Feru
fcry. Even4aringjje r.ioet Inclement
of seasons' tlfey sometimes dive for
d

old-tim- e

e

half-pas-

i
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A LEARNED, JUDGE
Estray Advertisement
One who know good whisky by Ji may concern that the following detaste, will tell you fiat Old Taylor scribed estray animal was taken up by
Bourbon is the finest whisky distill-ed- . V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., Dec.
It has Just the proper ag9 to re- 19, 1911.
tain all the properties that go to
One red mottled face cow,
make a perfect whisky, Sold In bond ( years.
bottles or in balk at the Opera Bar.
C. T. Farley.
On left ribs

FULLY

EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Machine Shop

Phone Main 344,

Optic

THE

HOW'S THIS?

We offer One Hundred Dollars ReSaid animal being unknown to this
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Cure.
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
before Dec. 15, '11 said date bsing 10
We, the undersigned, have known
after last appearance of this ad
days
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In
vertisement, said estray will be sold
transactions, and financially by this Board for the benefit of the
able to carry out obligations made by owner
when found.
his firm.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
NATIONAL BANK OP COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.

Albuquerqu-e- ,

N. M.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in- 1st. pub. Dec. 26, last
pub. Jan. 6, 1912.
ternally, acting directly upon the
blood and raucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price
Estray Advertisement
7" cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugNotice is hereby given to whom it
gists.
Take Hall's Pamily Pills for consti- may concern that the following depation.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., Dec.
19, 1911.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
One red wliite face cow, 3
may concern that the following de- years old.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
r mmm
J. W. Collier, Estancia, N M., Nov.
On right shoulder
O
22, 1911.
SHd an.mai being unknown to this
One small white cow five Board, unless claimed by owner on or
years old.
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
warn before Dec. 15, 'l1, said date
Branded
being 10
WM
On left ribs
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be soid
Ear mark
by th,s Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
Albuquerque, N. M.
days after last appearance of this ad- 1st pub. Dec. 26, last pnb. Jan. 6, 1912.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when tound.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
may concern that the following deAlbuquerque, N. XI.
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912. scribes estray animal was taken up by
W. Carter, Tolar, N. M., Dec. 20, 1911.
One bay mare and colt,
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it about 700 lbs., 20 years old, 13
may concern that the following de- hands.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
mmm
J. M. Shaw, Estancia, N. M., Nov 24,
On left shoulder
mi.
Said animal being unknown to this
One roan cow, 5 years, Board, unless claimed by owner on or
700 lbs., about 48 inches.
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
Branded
mm days after last appearance of this ad
On left ribs
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Ear mark
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10 1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
by this Board for the benefit of the
Notice is hereby iriven to whom it
owner when found.
may concern that tb
following de
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, tt. M.
J. M. Shaw, Estancia, N. M., Dec. 18,
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912. 1911.
One red bull, 4 years old,
1100 lbs., 4 feet.
Estray Advertisement
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whom It
On left ribs
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Ear mark
K. W. Brown, Portales, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
One cow.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
K before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 0
On left neck
days after last appearance of this adBranded
F M vertisement, said estray will be sold
On left ribt
by this Board for the benefit of the
185 owner when found
Ear mark
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being unknown tc this
Albuquerque, N. M.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
1st
pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
Estray Advertisement
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Notice is hereby given to whom it
by this Board for the benefit of the
may concern that the following deowner when found.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
J. R. Marsh, Estancia, N. M., Dec. 13,
t
Albuquerque, N. M.
1 st.
pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912. 191.
One bay horse. 1
years
400
13 hands.
old,
lbs.,
Advertisement
Estray
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whom it
On right shoulder
may concern that the following deWm
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Said animal being unknown to this
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M Dec. Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
16, 1911.
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
One bay mare, 10 or 12 days after last appearance of this adyears, 925 lbs., 15 hands.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Branded
V by this Board for the benefit of thr
y
A I owner when found.
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10 1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6,1912.
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
by this Board for the benefit of th
owner when found.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Wm. K. Jones, Seven Lakes, N. M.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Dec 26. last pub. Jan. 6, 1912. Nov. 27, 191L
One red yearling
steer,
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Dry Goods, Clothing, Shoes, Hats etc

,

FOR THE CHILDREN
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

2,000 I be. of Mora, Each Delivery
1,000 I be. to 2,000 U), Each Delivery
200 lbs- - to 1,000 lbs., tact Delivery
M lb, to 200 I be
Each Delivery
Lmi Than 60 lb Each Delivery

A G

QUICK
Me per 101

lb.

pr

,

100 lbs
2Se
10c par 100 lb.
40e per 100 Ik.
Mo per 100 lbs.

il A PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
P.tmous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

g

SAFE . RELIABLE

NO OPIATES

NO NARCOTICS

FOLEY'S HONEY and TAR
COMPOUND
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
O. G. 8CHAEFER
Red Cross Drue. Co.

a5

Tues-jPaaa-

ple,

'fm i

Nuniber.

Mai"

Williams, H P.; P.
Brinegar, Secretary.

7

For Rent
FOR RENT

cottage.
Inquire

B.

DIRECTORY

second sad
fourth Tuesday evening of seas
Visitini
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited- - Geo
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.
P. O. ELKS

Meets

w

A.

DENTISTS.

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Dentist
in
S. Meets first and third Fridays
Crockett
Building. Has phoss
Suit
4,
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
office
residence.
and
at
O.

Three room furnished
Comfortable and warm.
315 Eighth street

Rutledge
Worthy Matron; James
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Phone 'Main 329, 120
Secretary.
Grand avenue.

FOR RENT Good furnished rooms,
close in. Applv 725 Sixth strwt

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

FOR RENT 2 room furnished house,
3
also
conveniently furnished
rooms. 921 Lincoln avenue.

&

HUNKER

Chester A. Hunker
NO.
1,
LODGE
DORADO
EL
Attorneys at Law.
PYTHIAS
Meets
KNIGHTS
OF
New Mexico
Las Vegas,
every Monday eve
iii JJ1
ning in Caatle Hall.
PHYSIC I A.NS2
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially

FOR SALE Furniture, for four room
house by lots or piece. 406 Na-

H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
E.
Liebsoh- 1 1 o
c
n
e
r
Cha
Physician and Surgeon
nler,
I treat all kinds of diseases,
hut
Commander.
Harry
Martin, Keeper of make a specialty of eye, ear, nose am?

Chas.

tional avenue.

FOR SALE Buggy and harness as
good as new.
Inquire Annex Bar,
or 1032 Seventh street.

throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
Office:
506
Grand Avenue.
y
NO.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
102 Meet every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TIME CAKD
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Baily, treasurer.
EAST BOUND
Arrive
Depart
9:10 p. m.
9:15 p. m.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No. 2
11:06 p m
11:10 p. m.
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first No. 4
No. 8.... 1:16 a. m
1:25 a. m.
in
the
month
the
of
vestry
Tuesday
No. 10
m
1:45
2:10
p.
p. m
8
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
WEST BOUND
invited
Isaac Appel,
cordir.lly
1:20 p. m
Charles Greenclay, Sec No. 1
1:45 p. m
President;
No. 3
6:10 a. m
6:15 p. m.
retary.
No. 7
4:40 p. m
4:60 p. m
No. 9
6:35 p. m
7:00
p. m
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO.
Records and Seal.

Charles Durham, Lovlngton, 111., has
succeeded in finding a positive cure
for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
the bed every night clear thro' on
the floor. I tried several kinds of
kidney medicine and I was in the drus
store looking for something different
to help him when I heard of Folev
Kidney Pills. After he had taken
them two days we could see a change
and when he had taken two thirds of
a bottle he was cured. That is about
six weeks ago and he has not wet
in bed since." O. G. Schaefer and
Keu Cross Drug Co.
t
Do you know that fully nine out of
every ten cases of rheumatism are
simply rheumatism of the muscles due
to cold or damp, or chronic iheuma
tism, and require no internal treat
ment whatever? Apply Chamberlain's
Liniment freely and see how quickly
it gives relief. For sale by all drug
gists.

Constipation is the cause of many
ailments and disorders that make life
miserable. Take Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, keep your
bowels regular and you will avoid
these diseases. For sale by all drugI
gists.
When given as soon as the croupy
appears Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy will ward off an attack of
croup and prevent all danger and
cause of anxiety.
Thousands of
mothers use it successfully. For sale
by all druggists.
cough

Do no allow your kidney and bladder trouble to develop beyond the
reach of medicine. Take Foley Kidney Pills. They give quick results
and stop irregularities with surprisO. G. Schaefer and
ing promptness.
Red Cross Drug Co.

Foley Kidney pills
always give satisfaction because they
always do the work. T. J. Shelnut,
"I have used
Bremen, Ga., says:
Foley Kidney Pills with great satisfaction and found more relief from
their use than from any other kidney medicine, and I've tried almost
all kinds. I can cheerfully recommend them to all sufferers for kidney
and bladder trouble." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

The Danger of La Grippe
Is Its fatal tendency to pneumonia.
To cure your la grippe coughs take
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. R.
K Fisher, Washington, Kan., says:
'I was troubled with a severe attack
of la grippe that threatened penumo-nlA friend avised Foley's Honey
400 lbs.
and Tar Compound and I got relief
Branded
after taking the first few doses. I took
On left ribs
three bottles and my la grippe was
cured." Get the genuine, in the yelEar mark
low package.
O. G. Schaefer and
Said animal being unknown to this Red Cross Drug Co.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Compound
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10 Foley's Honeyin and TarCase"
"Cures
Every
adafter
of
last
this
days
appearance
Mr. Jas. McCaffery,
Mgr, of the
vertisement, said eatray will be sold Schlltz Hotel, Omaha, Neb., recomby this Board for the benefit of thf mends Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, because it cures in every case.
owner when found.
"I have used it myself and I have
CATTLE 8ANITARY BOARD,
recommended it to many others who
have since told me of its great curaAlbuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan 6, 1912 tive power in disease of the throat
and longs." For all coughs and colds
It is speedily effective. O. G. SchaeRead The Optic
fer and Red Cross Drag Co.
To-wi- t:

RETAIL PRICES- -

HANDLED

;

jAaular

To-wi- t:
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LOOGE NO. 2, A. P. A

M--
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To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

BUSINESS

V

AOVER

riSEMENTS
Fiv cents per line each insertion
Estimate six ordinary words to a
ino. No ad to occupy less space than
An advertisements charg-wo lines.
will be booked at spaco actually
et, without regard to number of
words
Cash In advance preferred.

IS

To-wi- t:

WHOLESALERS OF

rm

A M. Regular communication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth- invueu.
ers cordially
D. R. Murray,
X. O. Herman, W.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Ploneai
l.AS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
building. Visiting members are corReg
ts? KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
dially invited. W. R. Tipton. G. K.;
conclave second
E. P. Mackfl, F. S.
Maday in each month at
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. O. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Re
Boucher, 8. C: Chas. Tamme,
Meet in the forest of brotherly
corder.
love .at Woodmen of the World
Frihall, on the second and fourth
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
8
C.
m.
Clay
p.
day of each month at
ARCH JVI SONS Regular convoca
Visit
G. Laemajle, Clerk.
Consul;
in
each
tion first Monday
ing neighbors are especially wo)
month at Masonic Temcome and cordially invited.
M.
R.
m.
at 7:30 p.

To-wi-

To-wi- t:

Wm.Whalen.Prop,

HtUULn
ALWAYS
OBTAINABLE
BEST GOODS
HOR1 ONOER8 AND

4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal
Brotherhood
A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
hall.
Medicines mat aid nature are alFlint, chief of records and collector ways most effectual.
Chamberlain's
of wampum.
Visiting brother
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It
vrelcome.
allays the cough, relieves the lungs,

To-wi- t:

OVERLAND MODEL 59 T

AND

KtolAUKANT

LObUI

THE

yjj

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

1,050

T5he

,

1

iKbWaMatpi

a

I.

opens the secretions and aids nature in restoring the system to a
Thousands have
O. O. P., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. healthy condition.
testified to its superior excellence.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at Sold
by all druggists.
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visiting brethren cordially invited to diWhen buying a cough medicine for
eted. Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T. Ro- children bear in mind that Chambergers, V. G. ; T. M. Elwood, Secretary lain's Cough Remedy is most effectual
for colds, croup and whoping cough
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V. Hedg-cock- ,
and that it contains no harmful drug.
cemetery trustee.
For sale by all druggists.

Crystal Ice

o

Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom amonr all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

y
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ji'e

than
ldiaiely btame a fa- th8' he went bark to tb( ,ttUe und
HN
TOI 'wrote
a full account of the game in
his paper. It was the first baseball
tot; that the town of Royston hud
ever read and it mads a great hit.'
The following spring George Loldj
became manager of the team and uliec
Cobb began to shine. He used to ta.i-the youngsters out on long rides and
would picture to hint the glories of
GEORGIA PEACH WAS OBLIGED the big league.
ROBERT B. WILLISON SUCCEEDS
For that season Cobb batted .326
JOHN ROBERT8, WHO IS. CURTO OVERCOME OBJECTIONS
RY'S SECRETARY
and he wns the sensation of the
OF HI8 FATHER
league. In the meantime Leldy t1t
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 3. Robert B.
him off to the fact that Detroit
rne catcher ot the "first nine" in Pd
had an option on him for $7:,, and Will'son has been appointed executive
Koyston, Ga., was a member of a fra the old manager
began to get him clerk in the place of John Roberts
teralty, and George Leidy, an old time in shape for the big league.
who resigned In order to take the sec
null ii ni'nii ii.i.m, came
tnat way a few
It seems that Cicotte, the present retaryship of George Curry, congressmanmonths later, knew how to fill a .Boston
pitcher, was with Detroit, and -elect.
youngster ful of ambition. To these that h had
aw
Certificates of Election
.nt
two facts Tyrus Cobb, the baseball usta.
The option on Cicotte was
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
marvel of the decade, attributes his transferred to
Cobb, and that Is the is sending out certifcates of electon.
wonderiul success.
way that the Tigers got him. On tnat Congressman-elec- t
Curry took along
Tyrus Cobb is now but 25 years olJ, Augusta team was a bunch
ball- with him to Washington, D. C, the
of
and he has been playing baseball
just players who afterwards became fa- certificate of election for Congressmanseven years, which includes his ex- mous.
H. B. Fergusson.
Cicotte, Clyde,
Engle,
Nap, -elect
perience in the minor leagues. In Rucker,
Notaries Public Appointed
Ducky Holmes, the younge'-- ,
that time he has flashed across the and
Ty Cobb all worked on the cluu
The following were last Saturday
baseball sky like a meteor, and will at the same
time. Can you imagine appointed notaries public by William
probably go down Ja history as the what a help
they would be to a big J. Mills, governor of the territory:
greatest player the diamond has everlleasne team nn- Edith B. Wray, Las Vegas, San Miknown.
In those few years Cobb has
"My main trouble at the start-becoguel county; Charles Neustadt, San
independently wealthy. He Isl'saye Cobb, "was that I didn't take my Rafael, Valencia county; Joseph
now the owner of a flock of autonwjob on the Augusta team seriously. I Jones, Demlng, Luna county; Leslie
biles, is a director in a bank, h.a wlli av ,....,
,
,
.t t,
w
lilllW I WilS T. Williams, Blackdom, Chave3 counlliBt
a Baii rortune in the cotton benched. Iiwihti iuo
,u
to
used
like my peanut ty; Alexander J. Nisbet, Rosweli,
market and has seTsral more years
taffy, and one day I went ou to cen Chavez county; Santiago Ortiz, Ra
on the diamond at a
princely salary. ter field chewing on a big chunk of ton, Colfax county; A. A. Sent, Las
Young Ty Cobb did not begin life the
A fly ball was hit out to Vegas, San Miguel county.
as a poor boy and he did not have to me, candy.
but I forgot to throw way the
Mining Properties Sold
face the usual vicissitudes that biocK
Mercantile com
candy, and everything got so mixed
The Phelps-Doda- e
the path of the youngster who starts
up that I lost the ball, and, incident- pany, a New York corporation which
out on the town lots. But there are
ally, the: game. For that I was recently filed their charter with Na
worse obstacles than being poor, and
benched, and I should have been."
than Jaffa, secretary of the territory,
it seems that every one of these weie
has g'ven notice that it has taken
throw n in the way of young Cobb dur
Copover the following property:
Choke
Bat
the
Ping Will
ing his struggles to get a start.
Consolidated
Mining
Queen
per
Chicago, Jan. 3. "Choking the bat"
Ty Cobb is the son of the late '.ViBisbee, Douglas, Naco, Lowell
llain H. Cobb, who was at one time a became the subject of the steam radi-- ! 'and Warren, Arizona; Detroit Con-- !
Comi.--key'professor in mathematics,
later a ator league chat at President
per Mining company of Arizona, Mo-- !
office the other day. Manan-state senator in Georgia and also tb
renci, Arizona; Southwestern Mercim-editor of the Royston Record, a dem- Callahan of the White Sox slartine:
tile company, Dawson, N. M.; Mooteocratic newspaper.
There was no symposium when he said Ping Bodie, zuma Copper company, Nacozar!, Sonsporting page in that paper and the the slugging outfielder of the Sox. ora, Mexico. The notice was issued
baseball idea never made much of a would take a shorter grip on the ash from the office of the company at
next season and endeavor to cheat
hit with the senior Cobb.
Bisbee, Arizona, and was dated JanAs a little boy in Royston,
Ga the outfielders who have learned to uary 1, 1912. The company maintains
him just right for those awful
young Cobb first discovered that he play
its office in New Mexico at Dawsnn.
was very fast on his feet, and in the line drives.
and home offices at 99 John strest,
on
"Nobody ever had anything
town races he always won. He was
New York City.
the
silver
(Dopsy)
Wolverton,
Harry
also a natural born ball player, and
IncorDorations
he attracted attention the minute that haired manager just named to lead
The Union Mortgage company o(
he began playing shortstop for the the New York Highlanders,' said one 106 West Grand avenue, Clovis, Currv
of the fans. "Time was when Harry
"second nine" in his home town.
county, was granted a charter
The center fielder of the "first played the infield for the Chicago by Nathan Jaffa, secretary of the
nine" had to go out of town to buy Nationals, when the boys in the pros territory. The new company will do
box used to predict that Wolverton
......
u t .. ....(.,
- j II n
a general mortgage and lon busing.
("cilut; anil a.a mo acinvca
ncic some
day would almost disembowel The capital Is given as $50,000, dithe'
first nine, It bo
hereby lost to
came necessary to take Cobb alon himself If he did not stop choking his vided Into 500 shares worth $100 each
as a last resort. Senator Cobb pro- bat so much. After Harry had missed at par. The company begins business
some of the Texas leaguers on
tested vigorously at the idea of his landing
$12,000.
his handle too far up
by
hunching
The names and postoffice addresses
son going on a trip with a ball club,
on
the bat and striking himself in the
of the incorporators with the number
but Robert McCreary, manager of the
chest with the handle, he correct eij of shares held
first nine, and catcher, went to the
by each are as follows:
his swing."
25
B. D. Oldham,
Clovis,
shares;
elder Cobb and persuaded him to let
Cobb, who is coming here to i t Frank
Weisbrod, Clovis, 25 shares:
the youngster go "just this one time." theTy
part of Billy Bolton in "The Col- Charles E. Dennis, Clovis, 25 shares:
that McCreary
On the promise
Widow" at the Haymarket thea- C. R.
lege
conBostice, Paris, Tennessee, 13
would look after the welfare and
next
ter
week, is on record as saying shares; E. T. Massey, Clovis, 2 shares;
finsenator
the
duct of young Tyrus,
That gave that the time has come when every W. A. Maupin, Dwight, 111., 12 shares;
ally gave his consent.
In
that game batter will have to choke his bat J. H. Oughton, Dwight, 111., 5 shares.
Cobb his first real start.
some to get bestiresults, as both pitchSupreme Court
the slim legged Tyrus proved a "bear" ers and fielders will
get "wise" ia
out
The territorial supreme court met
of the first order. He walloped
the long bat swinging.
at 9 o'clock yesterday morning with
one single after another and finally
all judges present except Judge F.
landed one that won the game and
who was too ill to attend, ai
Who's Got Brown Now?
made him the boy hero or his home
Chicago. Jan. 3. Modecai Brown's the capltol, but adjourned shortly affMiit'ioriKiii
fT ck'iifi
Soon after the game at Elberton future in Chicago appears to be a terward without transacting any busi
Cobb was made a regular center field- thing as changeable as the wind ac- ness. At the session in the afternoon
er for the first time. In the mean- cording to local sporting gossip. Wil- the following two decisions were
- liam Niesen,
proposed manager of the handed down:
time his father had to attend the ses'
1376-7Caledon'an Coal company
ctnn nf the senate, and he began to heralded outlaw club for Chicago, said
e
Cliff Mining
vs. Rocky
i
the
son.
was
that
after
he
of
his
appellant,
feats
wonderful
of
the
hear
appelSteven
and
team
Cub
of
for
Canavan,
the
company
manager.
pitcher
He still objected to his boy becoming
of sign- lees, from McKinley county. Affirm
a
had
said
chance
he
Niesen
out
had
he
as
mapped
a ball player
ed.
a course for him in the University ing Brown.
The 1911 term then adjourned, the
the
had
of
have
late
Other
u
reports
returned
of Georgia. When he
citizens pitcher going into business with Al docket having been practically cleanthe
leading
however,
Royston,
the Three Eye ed. The 1912 term convened today.
who were baseball crazy, finally suc- Tearney, president of
Treasurer's Receipts
and
to
by the Phila
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ceeded in getting
sums of money were
so
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The
known
far
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club.
following
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employers
given
against the team from Commerce,
First
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of what he intends to do.
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on ac
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Bank
National
Tucumcari,
he
believe
friends
that
closest
His
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his
secret Inquiries as to whether
wil be found occupying the mound on count of the proceeds of five per cent
had real ability, and whether baseball
th ewest side as usual when the sea- United States land sales, $596.90; Tito
or
profession,
was an honorable
Melendez, treasurer of Mora county,
son starts.
con
in
thrown
whether Ty would be
$901.98; Thomas P. Gable, on accouBt
tact with rowdies.
of game protection fund, $111.75;
arrived
The day of the game finally
Thomas K. D. Maddison, clerk of the
CATARRH,
FOR
A8THMA,
his
BEST
made
up
he'
and Tyrus says that
district court of the second judicial
BRONCHITIS
mind to shine that day If never again.
district, on account of clerk's fees,
from
Insuffer
need
finy
anyone
Why
His chance came in the eighth
$542.25: E. L. Saffo'rd, elerk of the
soothwhen
troubles
had three men throat or nose
court of the first judicial 1is- ning when Commerce
district
HYOMEI
is
guaranteed
ing, healinp
on bases and two out
on
account of clerk's fees,
trlct
back.
mont-to left center, to banish all miser or
of
long drive was hit
Nathan
Jaffa, secretary
$436.85;
recomherewith
"The undersigned
two bagger.
of
on
account
and it looked like a sure
corporathe
territory,
"I felt that mends HYOMEI to all who are afflict"Somehow," says Tyrus.
or bronchi- tion filings, $2,760: Nathan Jaffa, seccatarrh,
with
ed
asthma,
it,
miss
to
the left fielder was going
wife retary of the territory, on account of
He backed up tis. HYOMEI was used by my
"I
and I ran behind him.
used
reprinted session laws, $13.50.
managed to for broncibtis and asthma and
Homestead Entries
on the ball and barely
throa'
and
fore
of his fingers. it for bronchitis
The following homestead entries
touch it with the tips
relief and permanent
has
-given
"It
in the local land office
I was running at tun speeu.
find I write these ter ilne? were recorded
scoop the ball with rtsults
last:
nfflkt-eIginio Benavidez.
Saturday
adive managed towas
who
are
all
of
benefit
a foot from the for the
Gabino
Mountainair:
Bustos, Clvi- above."
one hand when it
with ihe ailments named
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Boehland, Traffic Manaaoi pelle: Jose Castello Nangos Chapelle:
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ra; truthfully say I never made
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BASEBALL REF0RM8
Cincinnati, Jan. 3. The National
ot
composed
Baseball commission,
President Ban Johnson of the American league; President Tom Lynch, of
the National league, and Garry Herrmann, of the Cincinnati club, met in
this city today to .consider and act
upon the various changes which it is
proposed to make in- the national
agreement Before the meeting takes
Its final adjournment It Is expected
that numerous important reforms in
baseball, eliminating many of the existing evils, especially In minor league
affairs, will be accomplished. The
commission is expected to create a
new AA. class rating in response
to the long standing demands of the
American association, ana the International and Pacific Coast leagues.
This will permit these three big minor
organizations to increase the draft
price and allow their teams to draft
players from the class below.
IMPORTANT

3, 1912

DISSOLVING SEABOARD COMPANY
New York, Jan. 3. One of the final
steps looking to the complete rehabilitation of the Seaboard Air Line railroad was taken today when the proposal to dissolve the Seaboard company was ratified by the stockholders.
The Seaboard company was organizt-In 1905 for the specific purpose of reorganizing the Seaboard Air Line,
which was then insolvent. This pur
pose has been carried to a successful
All that now remains
conclusion.
to be done is the final distribution i f

the stock holdings of the Seaboa'l
among the stockholders of
the railroad company.
company

FRUIT

DISCU8S

MEN

PROBLEMS.

Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 3 The New
York State Fruit Growers association
began its annual convention and exhibition in this city today. The asso
ciation has members in ten states and
in Canada and is the largest organi
zation of fruit growers in the world.
The attendance at. the opening of the
convention ras unusually large. The
program extends over three days and
provides for addresses, discussions of
BASEBALL NOTES
horticultural topics and laboratory
work. The annual banquet of the aswill be held tomorrow night
will
be
represented sociation
Allentown, Pa.,
will
as speakers a number
and
have
either in the New York State or the
of horticultural experts of national
season.
next
league
If "Miner" Brown carries out his prominence.
threat to retire from the same the
MEN ARE HELPLESS AS
Cubs' pitching staff will be pretty
CHILDREN
much to the bad.
No chance for Mike Donlin to gel When Taken Suddenly III Here is a
Common-sensSafeguard.
away from the Boston Nationals.
Big, strong man is as a helpless
President Ward believes that Mike
infant when he is suddenly I1L
will come back strong next season.
The sturdiest chap in town usually
Manager Arndt, of the South Bend
s
loses his
and is utterly
Central league team, has signed
Romanac and Romina Seigle, two unable to regard his condition with
the common sense that characterizes
Cuban ball players.
Liefield, Campbell and Byrne of his everyday actions.
For example: He comes home tired,
the Pittsburg Pirates, are members
indoor baseball eats a heavy dinner and sits down to
of Ed Konetchy's
read and smoke away a quiet eventeam in St. Louis.
Playing with Denver last neason ing.
"Buck" O'Brien, now with the BosSuddenly he notices a weight on
ton Americans, led the Western his stomach; then sharp pains around
league pitchers with 26 games won his heart, and a feeling of suffocation. Thoughts of "heart disease"
and seven lost.
atrush over him, and in his agony he
Harry Steinfeldt has had several
tractive offers from minor league fears the worst.
His trouble was acute indigestion,
clubs, but the former Cub wishes to
remain a free agent and has turned brought on by overloading his tired
stomach.
down the offers.
A couple of Rexall Dyspepsia TabBill Armour, former owner of the
Toledo team, and Dick Kinsella, the lets might have given him relief
Three-league magnate, will act as might have saved him hours of sufscouts for the St. Louis Cardinals fering.
next season.
Carry a package of Rexall DyspepOutfielder Graney, of the Naps, Is sia Tablets in your vest pocket or
on the market "Buddy" Ryan, the keep them in your room. Take one
Pacific coast star, Jackson and Birm- after each heavy meal, and ward off
ingham will be the regular outfield indigestion.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets relieve
for next season.
Catcher George Schlel, the former stomach troubles by aiding nature to
Giant, who was out of the game all supply those elements, the absence
last year on account of illness, has of which In the gastric juices, causes
entirely recovered and will report to Indigestion and dyspepsia. They tend
to aid the stomach to digest all kinds
the Indianapolis club next spring.
John M. Ward, the new president of food and to quickly convert it into
of the Boston Nationals,
suggests rich red blood.
We know what Rexall Dyspepsia
"Boston Braves" as a name for his
team. "Braves" Is In honor of Owner Tablets are and what they will do.
James E. Gaffney, who Is a member We guarantee them to relieve indigestion and dyspepsia. If they fail, we
of Tammany Hall in New York,
The Oakland Pacific Coast league will refund your money.
Three sizes, 25 cents, 50 cents, and
club paid only $750 to Buffalo for the
release of Bud Sharpe. Stalllngs says $1.00. Sold only at our stores or by
Remember, you can obtain
that he let Bud go cheap In order mall.
that the first Backer could become a Rexall Remedies In this community
manager.
only at our store The Rexall Store.
E. G. Murphey.
Stockton
the
magnate,
Cy Moreing,
says he will form a new California
league and place teams In Oakland,
San Jose, Stockton, Fresno, San Francisco and Sacramento. The circuit
that Cy has mapped out would cause
war with the Pacific Coast league.
Tri-Stat- e

e

To-ma-
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1UBILE

USER
EVER HAS HEADACHE

NO CASCARET

Jat

Cent Box Will Keep Your Liver
Stomach and Bowels Cleaa, Pure
calebrateil his twentjvflfth anniverand Fresh for Months.
sary as paBtor of xhe Church of the
J
Father
dizzi- Sacred Heart, in Brooklyn.
Sick headache, biliousness,
reand
'fi
was
Nash
bem
.Brooklyn
and
taste
foul
ness, coated tongue,
Uniceived
at
duot:on
bis
Niagara
fo'ii breath always trace them to tor
-- ntlre
career
old liver, delayed fermenting food in versity. Jjirlng bitthe
to
bis
ordination
priesthood
since
the bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
Poisonous matter clogged in the In- in 1884 hehas been attache to the
testines, instead of being cast out of Church of the Saered Heart
into the
the system is
t
NOTICE
blood. When this poison reaches the
delicate brain tissue It causes conges To Teachers:
tion and that dull, throbbing, sicken
The midwinter examinations will be
held at the court hous in Las Vegas,
irg headache.
Salts, cathartic pills, oil and purge beginning at 8 a. m., .sharp January
tive waters force a passageway for a 12 and 13, 1912.
All teachers desiring to obtain cerdsy or so yes but they don't take
the poisons out and have no effect tificates to teach in San Miguel counnow,
upon the liver or stomach.
ty, that have no certificates
C!;rsrets Immediately cleanse and must present themselves on the days
the stomach, remove the set forth.
tegi.-Iiiiso'jr. undigested and fermenting food
Respectfully.
and foul gases, take the excess bile
M. F. DESMARA18,
f.on- the liver and carry out of the J2 to 10
Superintendent.
decomposed w.we
ty. vtn all thr.,!ifter and poisons in the intestiie
SONS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION
and bowels.
Newark, N. J., Jan. 3. The annual
A Cascaret
tonight will surely
and luncheon of the New Jermeeting
out
They
by morning.
straighten you
Sons of the American Revsociety
sey
box
work while you sleep a
were
held in this city today.
olution,
Inside
means
flora your druggist
was an address
feature
The
leading
cleanliness and a clear head for
Genera! Wilbur F. SadAdjutant
by
of
millions
of
the
Ask
months.
any
on "The Restoration of the
fjascaret users if they ever have ler, Jr.,
Barracks at Trenton."
Revolutionary
headache.
Judge Edward 8. Atwater, of Elizapresident of the
beth, was
state organization.
Read The Optic.
A 10
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The

not always the STOMACH
STOMACH
Wbt you fer Is stomach trouble" is often due to other orns, ind
beuce purely stomach remedies

have done you no goou.

The Reaion Wry

s.

I

ii

ci.

son.

It is said that Packey McFarland
has not been well since he reduced to
136 pounds for his fight with Tommy
Murphy.

IT 13 A GOOD SIGN
When you see a merchant's sJoro
windows well lighted every evening It
is a good sign that he Is progressive
Many
and that he Is prospering.
merchants are lighting tholr display
windows on the Las Vegas li&bt and
Power company's circuit. Prices are
so reasonable that you canno: afford
to let your windows go unlighted.
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
For sleeping on a poor bed. For ft
very reasonable investment you can
enlov your sleeping hours as well as
a millionaire. We are selling the
Kmnlar brass beds cheaper than ever
tpfore. Wo have many styles In the
hrlebf and satin finish, fine
0.
springs and pillows. J.
Tohnsen & Son

11

Seeiess'
9

GERMAN-MILLE- D

FLOUR

the answer to

every Bakir Problem.
It's Firxer-Whit- er
Urviforrrv
ard MoreLARABEES
Made by

Famous

GERMAN

mat-trppe-

Read The Optic.

PROCESS.

"A ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.

Gross Kelly

(81

Co.

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
'
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nut
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manuf.ieiurtr
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

mm

mtM all tnrtt A tn4l0attrtn trmiMr s Is
It treats the whole digestive process not merely
the Stomach. It la Drenared by a reiular physi
cian of very high atandlng In Europe.
A spoonful la water after meals baa cured the most baffling and distressing casea of dyspepsia.
Ask ami Drvgglsl.
E. FOUGJEatA
CO, Agenta U.S, New York

4

Battling Nelson is losing decisions
right along, but getting the money.
Charley Griffin, the Australian lightweight, who went home a few months
ago, has returned to America.
Jim Plynn claims that he is the
only real white "hope" and should
have the first chance at Jack John-

m
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THE BOXERS

The Rer. Dr.

l,

1

WITH

S.

JoifW. Nash, one of the best known
mmbers of the Roman Catholic
clergy in Greater New York, lodtf

three-flngev-
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On

COAL AND WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP

wholesale: and retail
H. IV. C
OND ON

ESTABLISHED

18 70

Th.

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President

E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Dom8tio and Foreign Bxohange.
A

the plumber, is In
George Harris, who was operated
a modern heating plant in upon for appendicitis several days
the home of William Frank on the ago, has so far recovered as to be
Boulevard.
able to be out His rapid recovery
is regarded as remarkable.
el ailing

local news
Tty a uram or Old Taylor bourDoi
at the Opera Bar.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from
distiller)
to yeu. At the Lofey, of course.
The Woman's Home Missionary so-- '
ciety of the First Methodist church
will meet tomorrow afternoon at the
home of Mrs. J. C. Johnsen, 814 Seventh street.

It is reported that

Sheriff-elec- t

Gallegos will appoint Felipe Lo
pez as his chief deputy. Mr. Lopez
has been in charge of the convict
gangs which ace engaged In road
building in San Miguel county.

in

t
Ella Schlott is entertaining
P. TT. Clancy, brakemau on the
several of her friends from Polk
Santa Pe, filed charges of stealing
county, Mo., at her home on Main
M. L. Holden yesterday aftagainst
street.
ernoon but as he failed to appear
against tne man in court this morning
was released. Clancy
The boaTd of trustees of the New the defendant
Mexlo Hospital for the Insane held said yesterday afternoon that while
he was asleep Holden, who rooms
its regular monthly meeting yester
with him on Railroad avenue, took
Business of a routine natura
day.
$35 from his pockets. It seems evi
was transacted.
dent that Clancy made a mistake,
since he failed to prosecute. Holden
H .W. Jacobs, assistant
of motive power for the Santa was released.
Fe, accompanied by Mrs. Jacobs pass
If you want to get the want you
ed through Las Vegas this afternoon
to get, you want to get your
want
in Mr. Jacobs' private car on train
want in a want getter. The Optic
No. 10 on their way from the Pacific
wants you to get the want you want
coast to Topeka. Mr. Jacobs passed
to get. Try the "Want Ads" and see.
through Las Vegas bound for the Pacific over a month ago.

Mrs.

The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Christian church will meet tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the home
of Mrs. F. B. Selsor. 919 Foiirth
A man claiming to be a miner from
street.
Important business will be Cripple Creek, who had been injured
transacted and the annual election of in a mine explosion and had onefooi
officers will occur.
partly blown off was arrested yesterday by the city police and given or
There will be regular communica- ders to move on. The man who didn't
tion of Chapman Lodge No. 2, A. F. give his name, has been
preying upon
& A. M.
Thursday evening. Januarv the sympathy of the people and in
January 4, at 7:30 promptly. Work this way getting food and drink. Ac
in the M. M. degree. All members
cording to the reports it is principaland visiting brethren are cordially
ly the latter. It also seems that
invited to be present.
about every one on this side of th
river has been touched by the man.
White Kitchen Dinner Thursday: According to the city
physician the
Roast turkey and what belongs with man has lost his foot but
puts some
it. If our meals suit you, tell your kind of
"dope" on it which keens It
friends; if not, tell us, and we'll raw looking and makes the man a
thank you. Thanking you for your more
pitiful sight. It Is evident that
patronage for the past year, wishing he has heeded the
warning for he
all a prosperous and happy new year. was not
seen on the streets of the
Gus Lehmann, Prop.
city today.
William B. Stapp, clerk of the court
for the Fourth judicial district, has
received the papers in the recent
Clayton election controversy. In case
the election is contested, and it is
asserted that it will be by Reed
defeated candidate for judge.
the papers will play ah important part
In the hearings.
Hoi-loma-

Rufus Meade, superintendent of the

East Las Vegas public schools, an
nounced this morning that parents

having children who have attained
the age of 6 years or who will do so
before the close of this month may
have them enrolled in the schools
Such persons are invited to call on
Mr. Meade in his office in the Castle
school building.
CARD OF THANKS

Wewish publicly to thank the
friends and neighbors who so kindlv
gave us their assistance during the
illness and death of our husband and
father, Henry Goke. We wish also
to extend our appreciation for the
beautiful flowers which were sent on
the occasion of his funeral.
MRS. HENRY GOKE and Children

RECEIVED ft
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Madefrom our Home
Grown And Home

AT

Just what you need to
start you out ridht on these
cold
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Las Vegas Steam
Hayward

Company.

Laundry
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rushed out of the bank and mounted
which, however, was a Texas
The
broncho, and began bucking.
cashier had given the alarm, and the
man was pulled from his horse by a
crowd that had
He
congregated.
was identified as O. C. Brock, a dish
washer in a Bixby restaurant,
and
was placed in the Tulsa city jail.
CONGRESS

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
New York, Jan. 3. Heavy realiz-

Selling pressure increased after 11
o'clock and some large amounts ol
stocks were sold.
United States
to 68
Steel gave way from 69
with one block of 5,000 shares and
another of
4,200
changing hands.
Npnrlv all of the well known sioclcs
sold under yesterday's closing figures.
Bear operations centered to a large
extent on the Harriman stocks and
they lost a point each. Recent strong
features weakened materially, espec
ially Interborough Met. preferred and
Great Northern Ore certificates which
sagged 1 8 and 2 points respectively.
Bonds were steady.
When the traders ceased selling,
the decline stopped and speculation
became quiet. No attempt was made
to force a rally, the list ruling gen
erally within a shade of the low fig
ures of the morning. Lower prices
were made when the market became
active again. Reading broke to 151
but Union Pacific and United States
Steel did not Increase their loss much.
Copper stocks were more active,
American Smelting giving way
The market closed weak.
7-- 8
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since the first

day they were put on the market and

are

jrownig better each year.
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Price You Will Pay in Any Regal Store.
MODELS AND MATERIALS ON DISPLAY

IN OUR SHOW WINDOW

Greenberer

boost

1

Put up an Electric Sign, on our Flat Rate
Proposition.
If'you do not Keep Your Name and Business Before

the Public you are Soon Forgotten.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE.

FUR EXHIBIT AND SALE AT
ELDORADO HOTEL

JAN. 5 TO JAN. 6.
Madame Stainsky of the Pikes Peak Fur Co. will have on exhibition at the El Dorado hotel a late consignment of Furs.
All the latest authoritative
models and newest styles in furs are
included in the exhibit.
Those who place orders during the exhibit can secure lowest
prices.

The Pikes Peak Fur Co.
COLORADO

SPRINGS,

COLO.

We offer for your 'inspection a nice

line of
E lectric

Domes.
Libra. ry Lamps,

Desk Lamps,
and
Stand Lamps,

1.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT.
START

YEAR
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AND
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OF

1912

J

617 Douglas

New one already filled.

. H. STEARNS
Pure Things to Eat

Our prices

are reasonable.

Subscribe for The Optic

BEST VALUES

Mornings

Have your fernery filled or
buy a

Siren
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If it may be t eimed

Just Right

The

By Using

Science of
Selling

Ferndell

507 Sinh

REASSEMBLES.

Washington, Jan. 3. Both houses
of congress reassembled at noon to
day after a recess for the Christmas
holidays which began December 21
Most of the senators and representa
tives had returned.
Practically no
important business was pending for
the day.

Ground Buck wheat
Flour

TRY US ONCE,

PHONE NOW--

Which have been recognized as the VERY

3--

COMMENCE

GOOD

LAS VEGAS STEAM

REGAL SHOES

a horse

cific.

POLICYHOLDER.
Dear Sir. You probably are not
your own lawyer, but you assist your
lawyer to assist you.

your attention to the
fact that we are SOLE AGENTS for the Celebrated

TuIbs, Okla., Jan. 3. Walking into
the Bank of Bixby, at Bixby, a small
town 15 miles southeast of Tulsa, a
man, at the point of a gun, held up
Cashier Lipscond today, secured $700,

corned.

FULL LINE OF
If

BANK BUT WHEN
HE
TRIES TO FLEE HIS HORSE
BEGINS BUCKING
A

ing sales gave the stock market a decided setback today, after an early
advance. Traders were inclined to
take profits, in view of the vigorous
character of yesterday's rise, and the
bullish demonstration with which the
day began was one of short duration. The Harriman stocks were the
weak features among the leaders, being depressed by reports of further
labor troubles on the Southern Pa

TO LAUNDRY DAY

1

ROBS

committee composed
of Dr.
H. H. Roberts, president of the
Normal University, Rufus Meade, su
perintendent of the public schools of
East Las Vegas, and A. R. Marwick,
general secretary of the Y. M. jC. A.
is at work arranging a schedule fo;
the basketball teams of the Y. M. C.
A., the Normal and the High school
It is thought that this will be ready
for publication Friday.
Secretary
Marwick stated this morning that the
first game will be played probably
inside of two weeks. The Y. M. C. A
will be represented in the league bv
a team from the Business Men's class
and one from the Senior class. Be
sides the games between the first
teams of these four organizations
there will foe games scheduled for
the second teams. Basketball enthu
siasts are many in Las Vegas and the
opening of the season will be wel

MR.

Again we want to call

BY A TEXAS BRONCHO

A

Frank

We are your fire insurance agents;
ask us about a better protection at
the same expense.
CUTLER BROTHERS,
George L. Wolf was in Las Vegas
614 Lincoln Ave.
today from his home in the upper Phone Main 124.
Gallinas canyon on business.
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